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Outlook

•Motivation: resonances in EMRIs systems

•Osculating element formalism

•Action angle variable formalism

•Osculating evolution + action angle variable for studying resonances

Warburton, van de Meent,  Tanaka, Isoyama and Dolan’s talks



Motivation

•Extreme-mass-ratio inspirals (EMRIs) can cross several resonant points 

during its evolution. This resonant points affect the orbital dynamics, and 

hence the gravitational waves (GWs) emitted and their fluxes, and possibly 

could have an impact on GW detection and parameter estimation.

•The location of the resonances depend on the spacetime geometry of the 

system.  Resonances might help to study strong-gravity aspects.

[Flanagan & Hinderer (2012), Flanagan et al (2012), Brink et al (2013)]
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•Resonant behavior is not chaotic, but makes the system highly dependent 

on the parameters at the moment that it enters in a resonant region.  

•Resonances shift the orbital phase (by several tens to ~102 rd )
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Motivation

•To determine whether resonances are important, it is necessary to model  EMRI systems 

as they evolve through them, and evaluate its effects: 

• Need of a formalism to evolve the system through resonances

Osculating evolution + Action angle variable formalism



Osculating Evolution 
Newtonian systems 



Osculating Evolution. Newtonian Systems 

Celestial mechanics: The method of variation of constants for treating highly nonlinear 

problems    [                     ]

• Initial set of second order ordinary differential equations as a particular solution of an 

inhomogeneous or driven system.

3 Keplerian coordinates in the two-body and N-body
problems: Osculating Elements vs Orbital Elements

Although not widely recognised, the perturbation equations of celestial mechanics possess a
gauge freedom. It is probable that this was already noticed by Euler and Lagrange in the
middle of the 18 century. However, although the existence of this freedom did not entirely
escape attention, its consequences have yet to be fully explored.

Perhaps the easiest way to gain an appreciation of this freedom is to follow the derivation
of the perturbation equations by application of the variation of parameters (VOP) technique
as invented by Euler and Lagrange and shaped into its final form in Lagrange (1808, 1809,
1810). Lagrange put the planetary equations in a closed form in which temporal derivatives of
the orbital elements were expressed in terms of partial derivatives of the disturbing function
with respect to the orbital elements. A closely related development is presented in the
textbook by Brouwer and Clemence (1961). We shall start in the spirit of Lagrange but
will soon deviate from it in two points. First, in this subsection we shall not assume that
the disturbing force is conservative and that it depends upon the positions solely, but shall
permit it to depend also upon velocities. Second, neither in this subsection nor further shall
we impose the Lagrange constraint.

Before addressing the N-particle case, Lagrange referred to the reduced two-body prob-
lem,
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whose generic solution, a Keplerian ellipse or a hyperbola, can be expressed, in some fixed
Cartesian frame, as

x = f1 (C1, ..., C6, t) , ẋ = g1 (C1, ..., C6, t) ,

y = f2 (C1, ..., C6, t) , ẏ = g2 (C1, ..., C6, t) , (25)

z = f3 (C1, ..., C6, t) , ż = g3 (C1, ..., C6, t) ,

or, shortly:
~r = ~f (C1, ..., C6, t) , ~̇r = ~g (C1, ..., C6, t) , (26)

the functions g
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being, by definition, partial derivatives of f
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with respect to the last argu-
ment:
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Naturally, the general solution contains six adjustable constants, C
i

, since the problem (24)
is constituted by three, second order, di↵erential equations. To find the explicit form of the
dependence (26), one can employ an auxiliary set of Cartesian coordinates ~q , with an origin
at the gravitating centre, and with the first two axes located in the plane of orbit. In terms
of the true anomaly f , these coordinates will read:

q1 ⌘ r cos f , q2 ⌘ r sin f , q3 = 0 . (28)
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In the two-body case, their time derivatives can be easily computed and expressed through
the major semiaxis, a , the eccentricity, e , and the true anomaly, f :

q̇1 = � n a sin fp
1 � e2

, q̇2 =
n a (e + cos f)p

1 � e2
, q̇3 = 0 . (29)

(true anomaly f itself being a function of a , e , and of the mean anomaly M ⌘
M

o

+
R

t

t

o

n dt , n ⌘ µ1/2a�3/2 ). In the two-body setting, the inertial-frame-related
position and velocity will appear as:

~r = R(⌦, i , !) ~q(a, e, M
o

, t) ,

(30)

~̇r = R(⌦, i , !) ~̇q(a, e, M
o

, t) ,

R(⌦, i , !) being the matrix of rotation from the orbital-plane-related axes q to the
fiducial frame (x, y, z) in which the vector ~r is defined. The rotation is parametrised by
the three Euler angles: inclination, i ; the longitude of the node, ⌦ ; and the argument of
the pericentre, ! .

This is one possible form of the general solution (26). It has been obtained under the
convention that a particular ellipse is parametrised by the Lagrange set of orbital elements,
C

i

⌘ (a, e, i, ⌦, !, M
o

) . A di↵erent functional form of the same solution is achieved in
terms of the Delaunay set, D

i

⌘ (L, G, H, M
o

, !, ⌦) . Still another possibility is to express
the general solution through the initial conditions: then the constants (x

o

, y
o

, z
o

, ẋ
o

, ẏ
o

, ż
o

)
are the six parameters defining a particular orbit. The latter option is natural when the
integration is carried out in Cartesian components, but is impractical otherwise.

At this point it is irrelevant which particular set of the adjustable parameters is employed.
Hence we shall leave, for a while, the solution in its most general form (25 - 27) and shall,
following Lagrange (1808, 1809, 1810), employ it as an ansatz for a solution of the N-particle
problem where the disturbing force acting at a particle is denoted by �~F :2
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r
= �~F , (31)

the “constants” now being time dependent:

~r = ~f (C1(t), ..., C6(t), t) , (32)

and the functional form of ~f remaining the same as in (26). Now the velocity
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will contain a new input,
P

(@~f/@C
i

)(dC
i

/dt) , while the first term, ~g , will retain the same
functional form as it used to have before.

Substitution of ~f (C1(t), ..., C6(t), t) into the perturbed equation of motion (31) gives
birth to three independent scalar di↵erential equations of the second order. These three
equations contain one independent parameter, time, and six time-dependent variables C

i

(t)

2Our treatment covers disturbing forces �~F that are arbitrary vector-valued functions of position and
velocity.
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singled out.
Formulae (14) - (15) become trivial in the case of the two-body problem where only mi

and m
s

are present. In this situation the disturbing function vanishes and the motion is,
mathematically, equivalent to rotation about a stationary body of mass mi + m

s

located
at some fixed point O :
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In here ~r ⌘ ~r1 ⌘ ~r
i

, because the subscript i runs through one value solely: i = 1 .
This setting permits exact analytical treatment that leads to the famous Newtonian

result: the orbit is elliptic and has the gravitating centre in one of its foci. This enables
a transition from Cartesian to Keplerian coordinates. For our further study this transition
will be very important, so we shall recall it in detail.

At any instant of time, the position r and velocity ṙ of an orbiting body can be
determined by its coordinates (x, y, z) and derivatives (ẋ, ẏ, ż) in an inertial frame with
origin located in point O where the mass mi + m

s

rests. The position of the orbital
ellipse may be fully defined by the longitude of the node, ⌦ ; the inclination, i ; and
the argument of pericentre, ! (instead of the latter, one can introduce the longitude of
pericentre, !̃ ⌘ ⌦ + ! ). The shape of the ellipse is parametrised by its eccentricity, e ,
and semimajor axis, a . Position of a point on the ellipse may be characterised, for example,
by the eccentric anomaly, E . As well known,

E � e sin E = n t � B , (18)

B being a constant of integration, and n being the mean motion defined as

n ⌘ µ1/2 a�3/2 . (19)

One can then introduce, following Kepler, the mean anomaly, M as

M ⌘ E � e sin E . (20)

Let t
o

be the fiducial time. Then, by putting B = M
o

+ n t
o

, we can introduce, instead
of B , another integration constant, M

o

. Hence, (18) will read:

M = M
o

+ n (t � t
o

) , (21)

the meaning of M
o

being self-evident: it is the value of M at the reference epoch t
o

. So
introduced the mean anomaly provides another parametrisation of the position of a planet
on the ellipse. In the disturbed case the latter formula naturally becomes

M = M
o

+
Z

t

t

o

n(t0) dt0 . (22)

One more convenient parameter often employed in the literature is the mean longitude �
defined by

� ⌘ !̃ + M = ⌦ + ! + M . (23)

Unless the inclination is zero, neither the longitude of the pericentre, !̃ , nor the mean
longitude, � , is a true angle. They are sums of angles in two di↵erent planes that meet at
the node.
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In the two-body case, their time derivatives can be easily computed and expressed through
the major semiaxis, a , the eccentricity, e , and the true anomaly, f :

q̇1 = � n a sin fp
1 � e2

, q̇2 =
n a (e + cos f)p

1 � e2
, q̇3 = 0 . (29)

(true anomaly f itself being a function of a , e , and of the mean anomaly M ⌘
M

o

+
R

t

t

o

n dt , n ⌘ µ1/2a�3/2 ). In the two-body setting, the inertial-frame-related
position and velocity will appear as:

~r = R(⌦, i , !) ~q(a, e, M
o

, t) ,

(30)

~̇r = R(⌦, i , !) ~̇q(a, e, M
o

, t) ,

R(⌦, i , !) being the matrix of rotation from the orbital-plane-related axes q to the
fiducial frame (x, y, z) in which the vector ~r is defined. The rotation is parametrised by
the three Euler angles: inclination, i ; the longitude of the node, ⌦ ; and the argument of
the pericentre, ! .

This is one possible form of the general solution (26). It has been obtained under the
convention that a particular ellipse is parametrised by the Lagrange set of orbital elements,
C

i

⌘ (a, e, i, ⌦, !, M
o

) . A di↵erent functional form of the same solution is achieved in
terms of the Delaunay set, D

i

⌘ (L, G, H, M
o

, !, ⌦) . Still another possibility is to express
the general solution through the initial conditions: then the constants (x

o

, y
o

, z
o

, ẋ
o

, ẏ
o

, ż
o

)
are the six parameters defining a particular orbit. The latter option is natural when the
integration is carried out in Cartesian components, but is impractical otherwise.

At this point it is irrelevant which particular set of the adjustable parameters is employed.
Hence we shall leave, for a while, the solution in its most general form (25 - 27) and shall,
following Lagrange (1808, 1809, 1810), employ it as an ansatz for a solution of the N-particle
problem where the disturbing force acting at a particle is denoted by �~F :2

~̈r +
µ

r2

~r

r
= �~F , (31)

the “constants” now being time dependent:

~r = ~f (C1(t), ..., C6(t), t) , (32)

and the functional form of ~f remaining the same as in (26). Now the velocity

d~r

dt
=

@~f

@t
+

X

i

@~f

@C
i

dC
i

dt
= ~g +

X

i

@~f

@C
i

dC
i

dt
, (33)

will contain a new input,
P

(@~f/@C
i

)(dC
i

/dt) , while the first term, ~g , will retain the same
functional form as it used to have before.

Substitution of ~f (C1(t), ..., C6(t), t) into the perturbed equation of motion (31) gives
birth to three independent scalar di↵erential equations of the second order. These three
equations contain one independent parameter, time, and six time-dependent variables C

i

(t)

2Our treatment covers disturbing forces �~F that are arbitrary vector-valued functions of position and
velocity.
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•Three second order independent scalar differential 
for six variables
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Substitution of ~f (C1(t), ..., C6(t), t) into the perturbed equation of motion (31) gives
birth to three independent scalar di↵erential equations of the second order. These three
equations contain one independent parameter, time, and six time-dependent variables C

i

(t)

2Our treatment covers disturbing forces �~F that are arbitrary vector-valued functions of position and
velocity.
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whose evolution is to be determined. Evidently, this cannot be done in a single way because
the number of variables exceeds, by three, the number of equations. This means that,
though the physical orbit (comprised of the locus of points in the Cartesian frame and
by the values of velocity in each of these points) is unique, its parametrisation in terms
of the orbital elements is ambiguous. Lagrange, in his treatment, noticed that the system
was underdefined, and decided to amend it with exactly three independent conditions which
would make it solvable.

Before moving on with the algebra, let us look into the mathematical nature of this
ambiguity. A fixed Keplerian ellipse (26), which is the solution to the two-body problem
(24), gives birth to a time-dependent one-to-one (within one revolution period) mapping

( C1 , ... , C6 )  ! ( x(t) , y(t) , z(t) , ẋ(t) , ẏ(t) , ż(t) ) . (34)

In the N-body case, the new ansatz (32) is incompatible with (26). This happens because
now the time derivatives of coordinates C

i

come into play in (33). Hence, instead of (34),
one gets a time-dependent mapping between a 12-dimensional and a 6-dimensional spaces:
⇣

C1(t) , ... , C6(t) , Ċ1(t) , ... , Ċ6(t)
⌘
! ( x(t) , y(t) , z(t) , ẋ(t) , ẏ(t) , ż(t) ) . (35)

This brings up two new issues. First, ansatz (32) gives birth to two separate time scales 3.
Second, mapping (35) cannot be one-to-one. As already mentioned, the three equations of
motion (31) are insu�cient for determination of six functions C1, ... C6 and, therefore, one
has a freedom to impose, by hand, three extra constraints upon these functions and their
derivatives4.

Though Lagrange did notice that the system was underdefined, he never elaborated on
the underlying symmetry. He simply imposed three convenient extra conditions

X

i

@~f

@C
i

dC
i

dt
= 0 , (36)

and went on, to derive (in this particular gauge, which is often called “Lagrange constraint”)
his celebrated system of equations for orbital elements. Now we can only speculate on why
Lagrange did not bother to explore this ambiguity and its consequences. One possible

3In practice, the mean longitude � = �
o

+
R

t

t

o

n(t) dt is often used instead of its fiducial-epoch value
�

o

. Similarly, those authors who prefer the mean anomaly to the mean longitude, often use M = M
o

+R
t

t

o

n(t) dt instead of M
o

. While M
o

and �
o

are orbital elements, the quantities M and � are not. Still,
the time-dependent change of variables from �

o

to � (or from M
o

to M ) is perfectly legitimate. Being
manifestly time-dependent, this change of variables intertwines two di↵erent time scales: for example, M
carries a “fast” time dependence through the upper limit of the integral in M = M

o

+
R

t

t

o

n(t) dt , and it
also carries a “slow” time-dependence due to the adiabatic evolution of the osculating element M

o

. The
same concerns � .

4A more accurate mathematical discussion of this freedom should be as follows. The dynamics, in the form
of first-order di↵erential equations for the orbital coordinates C

i

(t) and their derivatives H
i

(t) ⌘ Ċ
i

(t) ,
will include six evident first-order identities for these twelve functions: H

i

(t) = dC
i

(t)/dt . Three more
di↵erential equations will be obtained by substituting ~r = ~f(C1, ..., C6, t) into (31). These equations will be
of the second order in C

i

(t) . However, in terms of both C
i

(t) and H
i

(t) these equations will be of the first
order only. Altogether, we have nine first-order equations for twelve functions C

i

(t) and H
i

(t) . Hence,
the problem is underdefined and permits three extra conditions to be imposed by hand. The arbitrariness of
these conditions reveals the ambiguity of the representation of an orbit by instantaneous Keplerian ellipses.
Mappings between di↵erent representations reveal an internal symmetry (and a symmetry group) underlying
this formalism.
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Lagrange decided to make the instantaneous orbital elements          osculating, i.e., model 

trajectory as instantaneous ellipses tangential to the physical trajectory.

In the two-body case, their time derivatives can be easily computed and expressed through
the major semiaxis, a , the eccentricity, e , and the true anomaly, f :

q̇1 = � n a sin fp
1 � e2

, q̇2 =
n a (e + cos f)p

1 � e2
, q̇3 = 0 . (29)

(true anomaly f itself being a function of a , e , and of the mean anomaly M ⌘
M

o

+
R

t

t

o

n dt , n ⌘ µ1/2a�3/2 ). In the two-body setting, the inertial-frame-related
position and velocity will appear as:

~r = R(⌦, i , !) ~q(a, e, M
o

, t) ,

(30)

~̇r = R(⌦, i , !) ~̇q(a, e, M
o

, t) ,

R(⌦, i , !) being the matrix of rotation from the orbital-plane-related axes q to the
fiducial frame (x, y, z) in which the vector ~r is defined. The rotation is parametrised by
the three Euler angles: inclination, i ; the longitude of the node, ⌦ ; and the argument of
the pericentre, ! .

This is one possible form of the general solution (26). It has been obtained under the
convention that a particular ellipse is parametrised by the Lagrange set of orbital elements,
C

i

⌘ (a, e, i, ⌦, !, M
o

) . A di↵erent functional form of the same solution is achieved in
terms of the Delaunay set, D

i

⌘ (L, G, H, M
o

, !, ⌦) . Still another possibility is to express
the general solution through the initial conditions: then the constants (x

o

, y
o

, z
o

, ẋ
o

, ẏ
o

, ż
o

)
are the six parameters defining a particular orbit. The latter option is natural when the
integration is carried out in Cartesian components, but is impractical otherwise.

At this point it is irrelevant which particular set of the adjustable parameters is employed.
Hence we shall leave, for a while, the solution in its most general form (25 - 27) and shall,
following Lagrange (1808, 1809, 1810), employ it as an ansatz for a solution of the N-particle
problem where the disturbing force acting at a particle is denoted by �~F :2

~̈r +
µ

r2

~r

r
= �~F , (31)

the “constants” now being time dependent:

~r = ~f (C1(t), ..., C6(t), t) , (32)

and the functional form of ~f remaining the same as in (26). Now the velocity

d~r

dt
=

@~f

@t
+

X

i

@~f

@C
i

dC
i

dt
= ~g +

X

i

@~f

@C
i

dC
i

dt
, (33)

will contain a new input,
P

(@~f/@C
i

)(dC
i

/dt) , while the first term, ~g , will retain the same
functional form as it used to have before.

Substitution of ~f (C1(t), ..., C6(t), t) into the perturbed equation of motion (31) gives
birth to three independent scalar di↵erential equations of the second order. These three
equations contain one independent parameter, time, and six time-dependent variables C

i

(t)

2Our treatment covers disturbing forces �~F that are arbitrary vector-valued functions of position and
velocity.
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The number of variables exceeds, by three, the number of equations {Ci, Ċi} (i = 1, ..., 6)

Ambiguity in parameterizing the orbit

•The constants of motion are allowed to evolve with time

In the two-body case, their time derivatives can be easily computed and expressed through
the major semiaxis, a , the eccentricity, e , and the true anomaly, f :

q̇1 = � n a sin fp
1 � e2

, q̇2 =
n a (e + cos f)p

1 � e2
, q̇3 = 0 . (29)

(true anomaly f itself being a function of a , e , and of the mean anomaly M ⌘
M

o

+
R

t

t

o

n dt , n ⌘ µ1/2a�3/2 ). In the two-body setting, the inertial-frame-related
position and velocity will appear as:

~r = R(⌦, i , !) ~q(a, e, M
o

, t) ,

(30)

~̇r = R(⌦, i , !) ~̇q(a, e, M
o

, t) ,

R(⌦, i , !) being the matrix of rotation from the orbital-plane-related axes q to the
fiducial frame (x, y, z) in which the vector ~r is defined. The rotation is parametrised by
the three Euler angles: inclination, i ; the longitude of the node, ⌦ ; and the argument of
the pericentre, ! .

This is one possible form of the general solution (26). It has been obtained under the
convention that a particular ellipse is parametrised by the Lagrange set of orbital elements,
C

i

⌘ (a, e, i, ⌦, !, M
o

) . A di↵erent functional form of the same solution is achieved in
terms of the Delaunay set, D

i

⌘ (L, G, H, M
o

, !, ⌦) . Still another possibility is to express
the general solution through the initial conditions: then the constants (x

o

, y
o

, z
o

, ẋ
o

, ẏ
o

, ż
o

)
are the six parameters defining a particular orbit. The latter option is natural when the
integration is carried out in Cartesian components, but is impractical otherwise.

At this point it is irrelevant which particular set of the adjustable parameters is employed.
Hence we shall leave, for a while, the solution in its most general form (25 - 27) and shall,
following Lagrange (1808, 1809, 1810), employ it as an ansatz for a solution of the N-particle
problem where the disturbing force acting at a particle is denoted by �~F :2

~̈r +
µ

r2

~r

r
= �~F , (31)

the “constants” now being time dependent:

~r = ~f (C1(t), ..., C6(t), t) , (32)

and the functional form of ~f remaining the same as in (26). Now the velocity

d~r

dt
=

@~f

@t
+

X

i

@~f

@C
i

dC
i

dt
= ~g +

X

i

@~f

@C
i

dC
i

dt
, (33)

will contain a new input,
P

(@~f/@C
i

)(dC
i

/dt) , while the first term, ~g , will retain the same
functional form as it used to have before.

Substitution of ~f (C1(t), ..., C6(t), t) into the perturbed equation of motion (31) gives
birth to three independent scalar di↵erential equations of the second order. These three
equations contain one independent parameter, time, and six time-dependent variables C

i

(t)

2Our treatment covers disturbing forces �~F that are arbitrary vector-valued functions of position and
velocity.
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Six constants,             for  three, second order, differential equations

In the two-body case, their time derivatives can be easily computed and expressed through
the major semiaxis, a , the eccentricity, e , and the true anomaly, f :

q̇1 = � n a sin fp
1 � e2

, q̇2 =
n a (e + cos f)p

1 � e2
, q̇3 = 0 . (29)

(true anomaly f itself being a function of a , e , and of the mean anomaly M ⌘
M

o

+
R

t

t

o

n dt , n ⌘ µ1/2a�3/2 ). In the two-body setting, the inertial-frame-related
position and velocity will appear as:

~r = R(⌦, i , !) ~q(a, e, M
o

, t) ,

(30)

~̇r = R(⌦, i , !) ~̇q(a, e, M
o

, t) ,

R(⌦, i , !) being the matrix of rotation from the orbital-plane-related axes q to the
fiducial frame (x, y, z) in which the vector ~r is defined. The rotation is parametrised by
the three Euler angles: inclination, i ; the longitude of the node, ⌦ ; and the argument of
the pericentre, ! .

This is one possible form of the general solution (26). It has been obtained under the
convention that a particular ellipse is parametrised by the Lagrange set of orbital elements,
C

i

⌘ (a, e, i, ⌦, !, M
o

) . A di↵erent functional form of the same solution is achieved in
terms of the Delaunay set, D

i

⌘ (L, G, H, M
o

, !, ⌦) . Still another possibility is to express
the general solution through the initial conditions: then the constants (x

o

, y
o

, z
o

, ẋ
o

, ẏ
o

, ż
o

)
are the six parameters defining a particular orbit. The latter option is natural when the
integration is carried out in Cartesian components, but is impractical otherwise.

At this point it is irrelevant which particular set of the adjustable parameters is employed.
Hence we shall leave, for a while, the solution in its most general form (25 - 27) and shall,
following Lagrange (1808, 1809, 1810), employ it as an ansatz for a solution of the N-particle
problem where the disturbing force acting at a particle is denoted by �~F :2

~̈r +
µ

r2

~r

r
= �~F , (31)

the “constants” now being time dependent:

~r = ~f (C1(t), ..., C6(t), t) , (32)

and the functional form of ~f remaining the same as in (26). Now the velocity

d~r

dt
=

@~f

@t
+

X

i

@~f

@C
i

dC
i

dt
= ~g +

X

i

@~f

@C
i

dC
i

dt
, (33)

will contain a new input,
P

(@~f/@C
i

)(dC
i

/dt) , while the first term, ~g , will retain the same
functional form as it used to have before.

Substitution of ~f (C1(t), ..., C6(t), t) into the perturbed equation of motion (31) gives
birth to three independent scalar di↵erential equations of the second order. These three
equations contain one independent parameter, time, and six time-dependent variables C

i

(t)

2Our treatment covers disturbing forces �~F that are arbitrary vector-valued functions of position and
velocity.
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whose evolution is to be determined. Evidently, this cannot be done in a single way because
the number of variables exceeds, by three, the number of equations. This means that,
though the physical orbit (comprised of the locus of points in the Cartesian frame and
by the values of velocity in each of these points) is unique, its parametrisation in terms
of the orbital elements is ambiguous. Lagrange, in his treatment, noticed that the system
was underdefined, and decided to amend it with exactly three independent conditions which
would make it solvable.

Before moving on with the algebra, let us look into the mathematical nature of this
ambiguity. A fixed Keplerian ellipse (26), which is the solution to the two-body problem
(24), gives birth to a time-dependent one-to-one (within one revolution period) mapping

( C1 , ... , C6 )  ! ( x(t) , y(t) , z(t) , ẋ(t) , ẏ(t) , ż(t) ) . (34)

In the N-body case, the new ansatz (32) is incompatible with (26). This happens because
now the time derivatives of coordinates C

i

come into play in (33). Hence, instead of (34),
one gets a time-dependent mapping between a 12-dimensional and a 6-dimensional spaces:
⇣

C1(t) , ... , C6(t) , Ċ1(t) , ... , Ċ6(t)
⌘
! ( x(t) , y(t) , z(t) , ẋ(t) , ẏ(t) , ż(t) ) . (35)

This brings up two new issues. First, ansatz (32) gives birth to two separate time scales 3.
Second, mapping (35) cannot be one-to-one. As already mentioned, the three equations of
motion (31) are insu�cient for determination of six functions C1, ... C6 and, therefore, one
has a freedom to impose, by hand, three extra constraints upon these functions and their
derivatives4.

Though Lagrange did notice that the system was underdefined, he never elaborated on
the underlying symmetry. He simply imposed three convenient extra conditions

X

i

@~f

@C
i

dC
i

dt
= 0 , (36)

and went on, to derive (in this particular gauge, which is often called “Lagrange constraint”)
his celebrated system of equations for orbital elements. Now we can only speculate on why
Lagrange did not bother to explore this ambiguity and its consequences. One possible

3In practice, the mean longitude � = �
o

+
R

t

t

o

n(t) dt is often used instead of its fiducial-epoch value
�

o

. Similarly, those authors who prefer the mean anomaly to the mean longitude, often use M = M
o

+R
t

t

o

n(t) dt instead of M
o

. While M
o

and �
o

are orbital elements, the quantities M and � are not. Still,
the time-dependent change of variables from �

o

to � (or from M
o

to M ) is perfectly legitimate. Being
manifestly time-dependent, this change of variables intertwines two di↵erent time scales: for example, M
carries a “fast” time dependence through the upper limit of the integral in M = M

o

+
R

t

t

o

n(t) dt , and it
also carries a “slow” time-dependence due to the adiabatic evolution of the osculating element M

o

. The
same concerns � .

4A more accurate mathematical discussion of this freedom should be as follows. The dynamics, in the form
of first-order di↵erential equations for the orbital coordinates C

i

(t) and their derivatives H
i

(t) ⌘ Ċ
i

(t) ,
will include six evident first-order identities for these twelve functions: H

i

(t) = dC
i

(t)/dt . Three more
di↵erential equations will be obtained by substituting ~r = ~f(C1, ..., C6, t) into (31). These equations will be
of the second order in C

i

(t) . However, in terms of both C
i

(t) and H
i

(t) these equations will be of the first
order only. Altogether, we have nine first-order equations for twelve functions C

i

(t) and H
i

(t) . Hence,
the problem is underdefined and permits three extra conditions to be imposed by hand. The arbitrariness of
these conditions reveals the ambiguity of the representation of an orbit by instantaneous Keplerian ellipses.
Mappings between di↵erent representations reveal an internal symmetry (and a symmetry group) underlying
this formalism.
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Osculating Evolution. Newtonian Systems 

 and satisfy a specified constraint given by the forcing term



To bear in mind

• The osculating conditions do not influence the shape of the physical trajectory and neither the rate 

of motion along that curve. We could choose some different supplementary condition

explanation is that he did not have the concept of continuous groups and symmetries in his
arsenal (though it is very probable that he knew the concept of discrete group5). Another
possibility is that Lagrange did not expect that exploration of this ambiguity would reveal
any promising tools for astronomical calculations.

Lagrange’s choice of the supplementary constraints was motivated by both physical con-
siderations and the desire to simplify calculations. Since, physically, the time-dependent
set (C1(t), ..., C6(t)) can be interpreted as an instantaneous ellipse, in a bound-orbit case,
or an instantaneous hyperbola, in a flyby situation, Lagrange decided to make the instan-
taneous orbital elements C

i

osculating, i.e., he postulated that the instantaneous ellipse
(or hyperbola) must always be tangential to the physical trajectory. This means that the
physical trajectory defined by (C1(t), ..., C6(t)) must, at each instant of time, coincide with
the unperturbed (two-body) orbit that the body would follow if perturbations were to cease
instantaneously. This can be achieved only in case the velocities depend upon the elements,
in the N-body problem, in the same manner as they did in the two-body case. This, in turn,
can be true only if one asserts that the extra condition (36) is fulfilled. That condition, also
called Lagrange constraint, consists of three scalar equations which, together with the three
equations of motion (31), constitute a well-defined system of six equations with six variables
(C1(t), ..., C6(t)) .

For the reasons explained above, this constraint, though well motivated, remains, from
the mathematical viewpoint, completely arbitrary: it considerably simplifies the calculations
but does not influence the shape of the physical trajectory and the rate of motion along that
curve. One could as well choose some di↵erent supplementary condition

X

i

@~f

@C
i

dC
i

dt
= ~�(C1,...,6 , t) , (37)

~� now being an arbitrary function of time and parameters C
i

.6 Substitution of (36) by (37)
would leave the physical motion unchanged, but would alter the subsequent mathematics
and, most importantly, would eventually yield di↵erent solutions for the orbital elements.
Such invariance of a physical theory under a change of parametrisation is an example of
gauge symmetry.

The importance of this gauge freedom is determined by two circumstances that parallel
similar circumstances in electrodynamics. One important consequence of the gauge invari-
ance is its non-conservation in the course of orbit computation. This, purely numerical,
phenomenon is called ”gauge shift” which is displacement of the gauge function ~� due to
numerical errors in calculation of the “constants”. Another relevant issue is that a clever
choice of gauge often simplifies the solution of the equations of motion. In application to
the theory of orbits, this means that a deliberate choice of non-osculating orbital elements
(i.e., of a set C

i

obeying some condition (37) di↵erent from (36)) can sometimes simplify
the equations for these elements’ evolution.

5In his paper on solution, in radicals, of equations of degrees up to four, Réflexions sur la résolution

algébrique des équations, dated by 1770, Lagrange performed permutations of roots. Even though he did
not consider compositions of permutations, his technique reveals that, most likely, he was aware of, at least,
the basic idea of discrete groups and symmetries.

6In principle, one may endow ~� also with dependence upon the parameters’ time derivatives of all orders.
This would yield higher-than-first-order time derivatives of the C

i

in subsequent developments requiring
additional initial conditions, beyond those on ~r and ~̇r, to be specified in order to close the system. We avoid
this unnecessary complication by restricting ~� to be a function of time and the C

i

.
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the physical motion does not change (the expressions are more involved), but eventually  could 

yield different solutions for the orbital elements. 

• Accumulation of numerical errors could lead to a ”gauge shift” (non-zero RHS)

Efroimsky (2002)

• Two time scales: the time scales associated with the solution of the homogeneous solutions, are 

embedded in the inhomogeneous problem with  a driver that evolves with time in a different way 



Osculating Evolution 
General Relativity



Osculating Evolution for EMRI Systems 

Pound & Poisson (2008)  developed a method to integrate the equations of 

motion that govern bound, accelerated orbits in Schwarzschild spacetime. 

Valid for arbitrary forces acting only within the orbital plane

At each instant the true worldline is assumed to lie tangent to a reference 

geodesic: osculating orbit.

• The worldline evolves smoothly from one  geodesic to other. 

• The transition between osculating orbits corresponds to an evolution of 

the elements. 

equations of motion, which are presented in Sec. III A. The
results of using a secular or radiative approximation are
then displayed and discussed in Sec. III B.

II. METHOD OF OSCULATING ORBITS

A. Osculation condition

We first consider the completely general situation of a
point particle moving on an arbitrary worldline z!!""
parametrized by ". We define the acceleration f!, or force
per unit mass, acting on the particle via the equation of
motion

 !z ! # "!#$ _z# _z$ $ f!; (2)

where an overdot indicates a derivative with respect to the
proper time % on the worldline. The normalization condi-
tion _z! _z! $ %1 implies the orthogonality condition
f! _z! $ 0, which will be essential for later calculations.
The relation between f! and the Newtonian perturbing
force is discussed in Appendix A.

Using the relations _z! $ dz!
d"

_" and !z! $ d2z!
d"2

_"2 # dz!
d"

!",
the equation of motion becomes

 

d2z!

d"2
# "!#$

dz#

d"
dz$

d"
$ f!

!
d%
d"

"
2
# &!"" dz

!

d"
; (3)

where & $ % !"= _"2. The first term on the right-hand side is
due to the force acting on the particle, while the second
term is present whenever " is a nonaffine parameter.

Our goal is to transform the equation of motion (3) into
evolution equations for a set of orbital elements IA. That is,
we seek a transformation fz!; _z!g ! IA. Letting z!G!IA;""
be a geodesic with orbital elements IA, the osculation
condition states the following:

 z!!"" $ z!G!IA!"";""; (4)

 

dz!

d"
!"" $ @z!G

@"
!IA!"";""; (5)

where the partial derivative in the second equation holds IA

fixed. These two equations assert that at each value of "we
can find a set of orbital elements IA!"" such that the
geodesic with those elements has the same position and
velocity as the accelerated orbit. We can freely make this
assertion because the number of orbital elements is equal to
the number of degrees of freedom on the orbit.

As a consequence of the osculation condition, all rela-
tions that are obtained using only algebraic manipulations
of coordinates and velocities on a geodesic are also valid
on the true orbit. However, it is important to note that & is
altered by the acceleration of the worldline, because it
involves second derivatives. Hence, an expression for
&!"" that is valid on an osculating geodesic will not be
valid on the tangential accelerated orbit. Nevertheless, !" $
0 for an affine parameter " on both orbits, so affine
parameters remain affine.

Now, combining the osculation condition with the equa-
tions of motion generates evolution equations for IA. From
Eq. (4) we have that dz

!

d" $
dz!G
d" , which implies dz!

d" $
@z!G
@" #

@z!G
@IA

dIA
d" , where the index A is summed over. Comparing this

result with Eq. (5), we find

 

@z!G
@IA

dIA

d"
$ 0: (6)

Furthermore, z!G satisfies the geodesic equation

 

@2z!G
@"2

# "!#$
@z#G
@"

@z$G
@"
$ &G!""

@z!G
@"

; (7)

where &G!"" is the measure of nonaffinity of " on the
geodesic. Subtracting this geodesic equation from the
equation of motion (3) and using Eq. (5) to remove the
Christoffel terms, we obtain

 

d2z!

d"2
$ @2z!G
@"2 # f!

!
d%
d"

"
2
# &&!"" % &G!""'

@z!G
@"

: (8)

But differentiating Eq. (5) yields d
2z!
d"2 $ @2z!G

@"2 # ! @@IA
@z!G
@" " dI

A

d" .
Comparing these results, we find

 

!
@
@IA

@z!G
@"

"
dIA

d"
$ f!

!
d%
d"

"
2
# &&!"" % &G!""'

@z!G
@"

: (9)

Equations (6) and (9) form a closed system of first-order
differential equations for the orbital elements IA. Two
sources of change in the orbital elements are apparent: a
direct source due to the perturbing force f!, and an indirect
source due to the change in the affinity of the parametri-
zation of the accelerated orbit. Determining this second
effect in practice may be somewhat difficult. However, if
we use the affine parameter " $ % then the equations
simplify to

 

@z!G
@IA

_IA $ 0; (10)

 

@ _z!G
@IA

_IA $ f!: (11)

These equations can be easily inverted to solve for the
derivatives _IA, which is done in Sec. II C. If a nonaffine
parameter " is required in a specific application, one may
easily find dIA

d" by multiplying the above equations by d%
d" ,

which will also be done in Sec. II C.

B. Geodesics in Schwarzschild spacetime

We now focus on the specific case of bound orbits in
Schwarzschild spacetime. The osculating orbits in this case
are bound geodesics, for which we use the parametrization
presented in the text by Chandrasekhar [22] and described
in detail in Ref. [23]. This parametrization is given in
Schwarzschild coordinates and can be easily derived as
follows.
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where an overdot indicates a derivative with respect to the
proper time % on the worldline. The normalization condi-
tion _z! _z! $ %1 implies the orthogonality condition
f! _z! $ 0, which will be essential for later calculations.
The relation between f! and the Newtonian perturbing
force is discussed in Appendix A.
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where & $ % !"= _"2. The first term on the right-hand side is
due to the force acting on the particle, while the second
term is present whenever " is a nonaffine parameter.

Our goal is to transform the equation of motion (3) into
evolution equations for a set of orbital elements IA. That is,
we seek a transformation fz!; _z!g ! IA. Letting z!G!IA;""
be a geodesic with orbital elements IA, the osculation
condition states the following:
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where the partial derivative in the second equation holds IA

fixed. These two equations assert that at each value of "we
can find a set of orbital elements IA!"" such that the
geodesic with those elements has the same position and
velocity as the accelerated orbit. We can freely make this
assertion because the number of orbital elements is equal to
the number of degrees of freedom on the orbit.

As a consequence of the osculation condition, all rela-
tions that are obtained using only algebraic manipulations
of coordinates and velocities on a geodesic are also valid
on the true orbit. However, it is important to note that & is
altered by the acceleration of the worldline, because it
involves second derivatives. Hence, an expression for
&!"" that is valid on an osculating geodesic will not be
valid on the tangential accelerated orbit. Nevertheless, !" $
0 for an affine parameter " on both orbits, so affine
parameters remain affine.
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where &G!"" is the measure of nonaffinity of " on the
geodesic. Subtracting this geodesic equation from the
equation of motion (3) and using Eq. (5) to remove the
Christoffel terms, we obtain
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Equations (6) and (9) form a closed system of first-order
differential equations for the orbital elements IA. Two
sources of change in the orbital elements are apparent: a
direct source due to the perturbing force f!, and an indirect
source due to the change in the affinity of the parametri-
zation of the accelerated orbit. Determining this second
effect in practice may be somewhat difficult. However, if
we use the affine parameter " $ % then the equations
simplify to
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These equations can be easily inverted to solve for the
derivatives _IA, which is done in Sec. II C. If a nonaffine
parameter " is required in a specific application, one may
easily find dIA

d" by multiplying the above equations by d%
d" ,

which will also be done in Sec. II C.

B. Geodesics in Schwarzschild spacetime

We now focus on the specific case of bound orbits in
Schwarzschild spacetime. The osculating orbits in this case
are bound geodesics, for which we use the parametrization
presented in the text by Chandrasekhar [22] and described
in detail in Ref. [23]. This parametrization is given in
Schwarzschild coordinates and can be easily derived as
follows.
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term is present whenever " is a nonaffine parameter.
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velocity as the accelerated orbit. We can freely make this
assertion because the number of orbital elements is equal to
the number of degrees of freedom on the orbit.

As a consequence of the osculation condition, all rela-
tions that are obtained using only algebraic manipulations
of coordinates and velocities on a geodesic are also valid
on the true orbit. However, it is important to note that & is
altered by the acceleration of the worldline, because it
involves second derivatives. Hence, an expression for
&!"" that is valid on an osculating geodesic will not be
valid on the tangential accelerated orbit. Nevertheless, !" $
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where &G!"" is the measure of nonaffinity of " on the
geodesic. Subtracting this geodesic equation from the
equation of motion (3) and using Eq. (5) to remove the
Christoffel terms, we obtain
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Equations (6) and (9) form a closed system of first-order
differential equations for the orbital elements IA. Two
sources of change in the orbital elements are apparent: a
direct source due to the perturbing force f!, and an indirect
source due to the change in the affinity of the parametri-
zation of the accelerated orbit. Determining this second
effect in practice may be somewhat difficult. However, if
we use the affine parameter " $ % then the equations
simplify to
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These equations can be easily inverted to solve for the
derivatives _IA, which is done in Sec. II C. If a nonaffine
parameter " is required in a specific application, one may
easily find dIA

d" by multiplying the above equations by d%
d" ,

which will also be done in Sec. II C.

B. Geodesics in Schwarzschild spacetime

We now focus on the specific case of bound orbits in
Schwarzschild spacetime. The osculating orbits in this case
are bound geodesics, for which we use the parametrization
presented in the text by Chandrasekhar [22] and described
in detail in Ref. [23]. This parametrization is given in
Schwarzschild coordinates and can be easily derived as
follows.
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where & $ % !"= _"2. The first term on the right-hand side is
due to the force acting on the particle, while the second
term is present whenever " is a nonaffine parameter.

Our goal is to transform the equation of motion (3) into
evolution equations for a set of orbital elements IA. That is,
we seek a transformation fz!; _z!g ! IA. Letting z!G!IA;""
be a geodesic with orbital elements IA, the osculation
condition states the following:
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where the partial derivative in the second equation holds IA

fixed. These two equations assert that at each value of "we
can find a set of orbital elements IA!"" such that the
geodesic with those elements has the same position and
velocity as the accelerated orbit. We can freely make this
assertion because the number of orbital elements is equal to
the number of degrees of freedom on the orbit.

As a consequence of the osculation condition, all rela-
tions that are obtained using only algebraic manipulations
of coordinates and velocities on a geodesic are also valid
on the true orbit. However, it is important to note that & is
altered by the acceleration of the worldline, because it
involves second derivatives. Hence, an expression for
&!"" that is valid on an osculating geodesic will not be
valid on the tangential accelerated orbit. Nevertheless, !" $
0 for an affine parameter " on both orbits, so affine
parameters remain affine.

Now, combining the osculation condition with the equa-
tions of motion generates evolution equations for IA. From
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where &G!"" is the measure of nonaffinity of " on the
geodesic. Subtracting this geodesic equation from the
equation of motion (3) and using Eq. (5) to remove the
Christoffel terms, we obtain
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Equations (6) and (9) form a closed system of first-order
differential equations for the orbital elements IA. Two
sources of change in the orbital elements are apparent: a
direct source due to the perturbing force f!, and an indirect
source due to the change in the affinity of the parametri-
zation of the accelerated orbit. Determining this second
effect in practice may be somewhat difficult. However, if
we use the affine parameter " $ % then the equations
simplify to
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_IA $ 0; (10)
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These equations can be easily inverted to solve for the
derivatives _IA, which is done in Sec. II C. If a nonaffine
parameter " is required in a specific application, one may
easily find dIA

d" by multiplying the above equations by d%
d" ,

which will also be done in Sec. II C.

B. Geodesics in Schwarzschild spacetime

We now focus on the specific case of bound orbits in
Schwarzschild spacetime. The osculating orbits in this case
are bound geodesics, for which we use the parametrization
presented in the text by Chandrasekhar [22] and described
in detail in Ref. [23]. This parametrization is given in
Schwarzschild coordinates and can be easily derived as
follows.
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tion _z! _z! $ %1 implies the orthogonality condition
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where & $ % !"= _"2. The first term on the right-hand side is
due to the force acting on the particle, while the second
term is present whenever " is a nonaffine parameter.

Our goal is to transform the equation of motion (3) into
evolution equations for a set of orbital elements IA. That is,
we seek a transformation fz!; _z!g ! IA. Letting z!G!IA;""
be a geodesic with orbital elements IA, the osculation
condition states the following:
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where the partial derivative in the second equation holds IA

fixed. These two equations assert that at each value of "we
can find a set of orbital elements IA!"" such that the
geodesic with those elements has the same position and
velocity as the accelerated orbit. We can freely make this
assertion because the number of orbital elements is equal to
the number of degrees of freedom on the orbit.

As a consequence of the osculation condition, all rela-
tions that are obtained using only algebraic manipulations
of coordinates and velocities on a geodesic are also valid
on the true orbit. However, it is important to note that & is
altered by the acceleration of the worldline, because it
involves second derivatives. Hence, an expression for
&!"" that is valid on an osculating geodesic will not be
valid on the tangential accelerated orbit. Nevertheless, !" $
0 for an affine parameter " on both orbits, so affine
parameters remain affine.
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where &G!"" is the measure of nonaffinity of " on the
geodesic. Subtracting this geodesic equation from the
equation of motion (3) and using Eq. (5) to remove the
Christoffel terms, we obtain
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Equations (6) and (9) form a closed system of first-order
differential equations for the orbital elements IA. Two
sources of change in the orbital elements are apparent: a
direct source due to the perturbing force f!, and an indirect
source due to the change in the affinity of the parametri-
zation of the accelerated orbit. Determining this second
effect in practice may be somewhat difficult. However, if
we use the affine parameter " $ % then the equations
simplify to
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These equations can be easily inverted to solve for the
derivatives _IA, which is done in Sec. II C. If a nonaffine
parameter " is required in a specific application, one may
easily find dIA

d" by multiplying the above equations by d%
d" ,

which will also be done in Sec. II C.

B. Geodesics in Schwarzschild spacetime

We now focus on the specific case of bound orbits in
Schwarzschild spacetime. The osculating orbits in this case
are bound geodesics, for which we use the parametrization
presented in the text by Chandrasekhar [22] and described
in detail in Ref. [23]. This parametrization is given in
Schwarzschild coordinates and can be easily derived as
follows.
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Equations (6) and (9) form a closed system of first-order
differential equations for the orbital elements IA. Two
sources of change in the orbital elements are apparent: a
direct source due to the perturbing force f!, and an indirect
source due to the change in the affinity of the parametri-
zation of the accelerated orbit. Determining this second
effect in practice may be somewhat difficult. However, if
we use the affine parameter " $ % then the equations
simplify to
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These equations can be easily inverted to solve for the
derivatives _IA, which is done in Sec. II C. If a nonaffine
parameter " is required in a specific application, one may
easily find dIA

d" by multiplying the above equations by d%
d" ,

which will also be done in Sec. II C.

B. Geodesics in Schwarzschild spacetime

We now focus on the specific case of bound orbits in
Schwarzschild spacetime. The osculating orbits in this case
are bound geodesics, for which we use the parametrization
presented in the text by Chandrasekhar [22] and described
in detail in Ref. [23]. This parametrization is given in
Schwarzschild coordinates and can be easily derived as
follows.
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per unit mass, acting on the particle via the equation of
motion

 !z ! # "!#$ _z# _z$ $ f!; (2)

where an overdot indicates a derivative with respect to the
proper time % on the worldline. The normalization condi-
tion _z! _z! $ %1 implies the orthogonality condition
f! _z! $ 0, which will be essential for later calculations.
The relation between f! and the Newtonian perturbing
force is discussed in Appendix A.

Using the relations _z! $ dz!
d"

_" and !z! $ d2z!
d"2

_"2 # dz!
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!",
the equation of motion becomes
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where & $ % !"= _"2. The first term on the right-hand side is
due to the force acting on the particle, while the second
term is present whenever " is a nonaffine parameter.

Our goal is to transform the equation of motion (3) into
evolution equations for a set of orbital elements IA. That is,
we seek a transformation fz!; _z!g ! IA. Letting z!G!IA;""
be a geodesic with orbital elements IA, the osculation
condition states the following:

 z!!"" $ z!G!IA!"";""; (4)
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!IA!"";""; (5)

where the partial derivative in the second equation holds IA

fixed. These two equations assert that at each value of "we
can find a set of orbital elements IA!"" such that the
geodesic with those elements has the same position and
velocity as the accelerated orbit. We can freely make this
assertion because the number of orbital elements is equal to
the number of degrees of freedom on the orbit.

As a consequence of the osculation condition, all rela-
tions that are obtained using only algebraic manipulations
of coordinates and velocities on a geodesic are also valid
on the true orbit. However, it is important to note that & is
altered by the acceleration of the worldline, because it
involves second derivatives. Hence, an expression for
&!"" that is valid on an osculating geodesic will not be
valid on the tangential accelerated orbit. Nevertheless, !" $
0 for an affine parameter " on both orbits, so affine
parameters remain affine.

Now, combining the osculation condition with the equa-
tions of motion generates evolution equations for IA. From
Eq. (4) we have that dz
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d" , where the index A is summed over. Comparing this

result with Eq. (5), we find
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Furthermore, z!G satisfies the geodesic equation
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where &G!"" is the measure of nonaffinity of " on the
geodesic. Subtracting this geodesic equation from the
equation of motion (3) and using Eq. (5) to remove the
Christoffel terms, we obtain
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But differentiating Eq. (5) yields d
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Comparing these results, we find
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Equations (6) and (9) form a closed system of first-order
differential equations for the orbital elements IA. Two
sources of change in the orbital elements are apparent: a
direct source due to the perturbing force f!, and an indirect
source due to the change in the affinity of the parametri-
zation of the accelerated orbit. Determining this second
effect in practice may be somewhat difficult. However, if
we use the affine parameter " $ % then the equations
simplify to

 

@z!G
@IA

_IA $ 0; (10)

 

@ _z!G
@IA

_IA $ f!: (11)

These equations can be easily inverted to solve for the
derivatives _IA, which is done in Sec. II C. If a nonaffine
parameter " is required in a specific application, one may
easily find dIA

d" by multiplying the above equations by d%
d" ,

which will also be done in Sec. II C.

B. Geodesics in Schwarzschild spacetime

We now focus on the specific case of bound orbits in
Schwarzschild spacetime. The osculating orbits in this case
are bound geodesics, for which we use the parametrization
presented in the text by Chandrasekhar [22] and described
in detail in Ref. [23]. This parametrization is given in
Schwarzschild coordinates and can be easily derived as
follows.
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We now focus on the specific case of bound orbits in
Schwarzschild spacetime. The osculating orbits in this case
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Because of the spherical symmetry of the Schwarzschild
spacetime, we can freely set ! ! "=2. The geodesic equa-
tions in a Schwarzschild spacetime with mass parameter M
can be easily solved for the remaining coordinates to find

 

_t ! E=F; (12)

 

_r 2 ! E2 "Ueff ; (13)

 

_# ! L
r2 ; (14)

where F ! 1" 2M=r, E, and L are constants equal to
energy and angular momentum per unit mass, respectively,
the effective potential is Ueff ! F#1$ L=r2%, and an over-
dot represents a derivative with respect to the proper time $
on the orbit.

We are interested in bound orbits that oscillate between a
minimal radius r1 and a maximal radius r2, respectively
referred to as periapsis and apoapsis. Adapting the tradition
of celestial mechanics, we define the (dimensionless) semi-
latus rectum p and the eccentricity e such that the turning
points are given by

 r1 !
pM

1$ e ; (15)

 r2 !
pM

1" e ; (16)

where 0 & e < 1. These two constants describe the geome-
try of the orbit, just as in Keplerian orbits: p is a measure of
the radial extension of the orbit, while e is a measure of its
deviation from circularity. These constants can be related
to E and L by letting _r ! 0 in Eq. (13), which leads to

 E2 ! #p" 2" 2e%#p" 2$ 2e%
p#p" 3" e2% ; (17)

 L2 ! p2M2

p" 3" e2 : (18)

Continuing to exploit the analogy with Keplerian orbits,
we introduce a parameter % that runs from 0 to 2" over one
radial cycle, such that r#%% takes the elliptical form

 r#%% ! pM
1$ e cos#%" w% ; (19)

where w is the value of % at periapsis, referred to as the
argument of periapsis. The radial component of the veloc-
ity is hence

 r0#%% ! pMe sin#%" w%
'1$ e cos#%" w%(2 ; (20)

where a prime henceforth indicates a derivative with re-
spect to %.

From these results we can relate the parameter % to the
proper time $ using d$

d% ! r0
_r , which yields

 

d$
d%
! p3=2M#p" 3" e2%1=2

#p" 6" 2e cosv%1=2#1$ e cosv%2
; (21)

where we have introduced the variable

 v ) %" w (22)

for brevity. Along with Eqs. (12), (14), (17), and (18), this
leads to the following parametrizations for t#%% and ##%%:

 ##%% ! !$
Z %

w
#0#~%%d~%; (23)

 #0#%% !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

p
p" 6" 2e cosv

s
; (24)

 t#%% ! T $
Z %

w
t0#~%%d~%; (25)

 t0#%% ! p2M
#p" 2" 2e cosv%#1$ e cosv%2

*
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
#p" 2" 2e%#p" 2$ 2e%

p" 6" 2e cosv

s
; (26)

where we have defined the constants T and ! as the values
of t and # at periapsis, respectively.

Our parametrization of bound geodesics consists of
Eqs. (19), (20), and (23)–(26). We see that a geodesic is
uniquely specified by the orbital elements IA !
fp; e;w; T;!g. The principal elements p and e determine
the spatial shape of the orbit and are equivalent to speci-
fications of energy and angular momentum; they determine
the choice of geodesic. The positional elements w, T, and
! determine the spatial orientation and time dependence of
the orbit; they determine the starting point of the particle
on the selected geodesic. All together, the specification of
the orbital elements is equivalent to the specification of
initial values for the position and velocity of the particle.
We need three initial positions for a planar orbit, and we
need two initial velocities (three minus one, by virtue of the
normalization condition on the velocity vector); this count-
ing matches the number of orbital elements.

We note that our choice of orbital elements is closely
related to Mino’s in Ref. [13]. When the orbital motion is
restricted to the equatorial plane of a Kerr black hole, Mino
uses the principal elements E and L and positional ele-
ments that are identical to our w, T, and !. To use #p; e%
instead of #E;L% is mostly a matter of taste; we believe that
the set #p; e% is more useful than #E;L% because it gives a
simpler parametrization, and because p and e are geomet-
rically more informative. In the following subsection we
will deviate more strongly from Mino’s parametrization:
for reasons that will be explained, we shall avoid directly
evolving the elements T and !.

All the equations presented in this section remain valid
for a perturbed orbit, with the exception of Eqs. (15) and
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IA = (~r, ~̇r)
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reduces second-order differential equations to a set of coupled first-

order equations. 
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Identify the orbit at any time with a geodesic                                                      of the unperturbed 

system (                   ) that passes through the same position with the same velocity.

The osculating elements evolve as
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Osculating Evolution for EMRI Systems 

Although the method is valid for any perturbing force, it is most useful when the force is small, since 

we can use it to construct an averaged evolution.
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Here ! is the Mino time parameter [34], related to the proper time % by

d! = 1
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Also these equations define the potentials Vr(r), V# (#), V$(r, #) and Vt(r, #). 6

Sometimes it will be convenient to use instead of the Carter constant Q the quantity

K = Q + (Lz ! aE)2. (3.22)

For convenience we will also call this quantity the ‘Carter constant’. In the Schwarzschild
limit Q and K are given by Q = L2

x + L2
y and K = L2

x + L2
y + L2

z . The quantity K can be
written as

K = K'(u'u( , (3.23)

where K'( is the Killing tensor

K'( = 2&m('m̄() ! a2 cos2 #g'( . (3.24)

Using identity (3.13) this can also be written as

K'( = 2&l('n() + r2g'( . (3.25)

Using the formulae (3.7) and (3.8) for the null vectors #l and #n together with the definitions
(3.14) and (3.15) of E and Lz, we obtain from equation (3.25) the following formula for K:
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this formula will be useful later.

3.3. Parametrization of solutions

Following Mino [34], we parametrize any geodesic by seven parameters:

E,Lz,Q, !r0, !#0, t0,$0. (3.28)

Here t0 and $0 are the values of t (!) and $(!) at ! = 0. The quantity !r0 is the value of !

nearest to ! = 0 for which r(!) = rmin, where rmin is the minimum value of r attained on the
geodesic. Similarly !#0 is the value of ! nearest to ! = 0 for which #(!) = #min, where #min is

6 These quantities were denoted by R(r), *(#),+(r, #) and T (r, #) in [42]. We do not use this notation here since
it would clash with the functions R, * and + defined in equation (5.1).
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The equations for phase constants appear singular at turning points

This formulation lead to apparent singularities at the turning points that are inconvenient 

for numerical implementation:
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We can also find a manifestly non-singular form of the equations by decomposing the force on the 

Kinnersley tetrad

Osculating conditions given in terms of the acceleration components
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The evolution of the phase constants can be found to be

Where                       and                         . 
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Geodesic evolution equations in generalized action angle variables

J! ! 1

2"

Z
#!
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This integral is independent of the choice of symplectic
potential !.11 It is also independent of the choice of loop
#! in the equivalence class of the generator of !1"Mp#,
since if #! and #0

! are two equivalent loops, we have

Z
#!
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Z
#0
!
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Z
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Z
R
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Z
R
" ! 0:
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HereR is a two-dimensional surface inMp whose bound-
ary is #! $ #0

!; we have used Stokes theorem, and in the
last equality we have used the fact that the pullback of" to
the level set Mp vanishes.

Action-angle variables for a given system are not unique
[96]. There is a freedom to redefine the coordinates via

q! ! A!$q$; J! ! B!$J$; (2.8)

where A!$ is a constant matrix of integers with determi-
nant %1, and A!$B!# ! %$#. This is just the freedom
present in choosing a set of generators of the group
!1"Mp# & "ZN;'#. Fixing this freedom requires the
specification of some additional information, such as a
choice of coordinates on the torus; once the coordinates
q! are chosen, one can take the loops #! to be the curves
q$ ! constant for $ ! !. There is also a freedom to
redefine the origin of the angle variables separately on
each torus:

q! ! q! ' @Z"J$#
@J!

; J! ! J!: (2.9)

Here Z"J$# can be an arbitrary function of the action
variables.

B. Generalized action-angle variables for noncompact
level sets

One of the crucial assumptions in the Liouville-Arnold
theorem is that the level setMp is compact. Unfortunately,
this assumption is not satisfied by the dynamical system of
bound orbits in Kerr spacetime which we discuss in
Sec. II C below, because we will work in the eight-
dimensional phase space and the motion is not bounded
in the time direction. We shall therefore use instead a
generalization of the Liouville-Arnold theorem to non-
compact level sets, due to Fiorani, Giachetta, and
Sardanashvily [95].

Consider a Hamiltonian system which is completely
integrable in a neighborhood U of a connected level set
Mp, for which theN vector fields (2.5) are complete onU,

and for which the level sets Mp0 foliating U are all
diffeomorphic to one another. For such systems Fiorani
et al. [95] prove the following:
(i) There is an integer k with 0 ( k ( N such that the

level set Mp is diffeomorphic to the product Tk )
RN$k, whereR is the set of real numbers. Moreover,
there is a neighborhood V of Mp which is diffeo-
morphic to the product Tk )RN$k )B, whereB is
an open ball.

(ii) There exist symplectic coordinates "q!; J!# for 1 (
! ( N (generalized action-angle variables) on V
for which the first k variables q! are periodic,

q! ' 2" * q!; 1 ( ! ( k;

and for which the first integrals depend only on the
action variables, P! ! P!"J1; . . . ; JN# for 1 ( ! (
N.

Thus, there are k compact dimensions in the level sets,
and N $ k noncompact dimensions. In our application to
Kerr spacetime below, the values of these parameters will
be k ! 3 and N $ k ! 1.
The freedom in choosing generalized action-angle var-

iables is larger than the corresponding freedom for action-
angle variables discussed above. The first k action variables
can be computed in the sameway as before, via the integral
(2.6) evaluated on a set of generators #1; . . . ;#k of
!1"Mp#, which in this case is isomorphic to "Zk;'#.
This prescription is unique up to a group of redefinitions
of the form [cf. Eq. (2.8) above]

q! !
Xk

$!1

A!$q$; J! !
Xk

$!1

B!$J$; (2.10)

for 1 ( ! ( k, where the k) k matrix A!$ is a constant
matrix of integers with determinant %1, and A!$B!# !
%$#. There is additional freedom present in the choice of
the rest of the action variables Jk'1; . . . ; JN . As a conse-
quence, the remaining freedom in choosing generalized
action-angle variables consists of the transformations
(2.9) discussed earlier, together with transformations of
the form

q! ! A!$q$; J! ! B!$J$; (2.11)

where A!$ and B!$ are constant real N ) N matrices with
A!$B!# ! %$# such that J1; . . . ; Jk are preserved.
In generalized action-angle variables, the equations of

motion take the simple form

_q ! ! @H"J#
@J!

(2.12)

and

_J ! ! $@H"J#
@q!

! 0: (2.13)

We define the quantities

11An argument of the type used in Ref. [95] can be used to show
that the pullback to Mp of the difference between two symplec-
tic potentials is exact since it is closed.
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!!!J" #
@H!J"
@J!

; (2.14)

which are angular frequencies for 1 $ ! $ k but not for
k% 1 $ ! $ N. The solutions of the equations of motion
are then

q!!t" & !!!J0"t% q!0; (2.15a)

J!!t" & J!0; (2.15b)

for some constants J0 and q0.

C. Application to bound geodesic motion in Kerr
spacetime

We now apply the general theory discussed above to give
a coordinate-invariant definition of action-angle variables
for a particle on a bound orbit in Kerr spacetime. We
denote by !MK; gab" the Kerr spacetime, and we denote
by "a and #a the timelike and axial Killing vector fields.
The cotangent bundle over MK forms an eight-
dimensional phase space M & T'MK. Given any coor-
dinate system x$ on Kerr spacetime, we can define a
coordinate system !x$; p$" on M, such that the point
!x$; p$" corresponds to the covector or 1-form p$dx

$ at
x$ in MK. The natural symplectic structure on M is then
defined by demanding that all such coordinate systems
!x$; p$" be symplectic [94]. The Killing vector fields "a

and #a on MK have natural extensions to vector fields on
phase space which Lie derive the symplectic structure.

Consider now a particle of mass % on a bound geodesic
orbit. A Hamiltonian onM that generates geodesic motion
is given by

H!x$; p$" & 1
2g

$&!x'"p$p&; (2.16)

this definition is independent of the choice of coordinate
system x$. If we interpret p$ to be the 4-momentum of the
particle, then the conserved value of H is (%2=2, and the
evolution parameter is the affine parameter ( & )=%
where ) is proper time.

As is well known, geodesics on Kerr geometry possess
three first integrals: the energy E & ("apa, the z compo-
nent of angular momentum Lz & #apa, and the Carter
constant Q & Qabpapb, where Qab is a Killing tensor
[97]. Together with the Hamiltonian we therefore have
four first integrals:

P! & !P0; P1; P2; P3" & !H;E; Lz; Q": (2.17)

An explicit computation of the 4-form dH ^ dE ^ dLz ^
dQ on M shows that it is nonvanishing for bound orbits
except for the degenerate cases of circular (i.e. constant
Boyer-Lindquist radial coordinate) and equatorial orbits.
Also, the various Poisson brackets fP!; P*g vanish: fE;Hg
and fLz;Hg vanish since "a and #a are Killing fields,
fE; Lzg vanishes since these Killing fields commute,
fQ;Hg vanishes since Qab is a Killing tensor, and finally

fE;Qg and fLz;Qg vanish since the Killing tensor is invari-
ant under the flows generated by "a and #a. Therefore, for
generic orbits the theorem due to Fiorani et al. discussed in
the last subsection applies.12 The relevant parameter values
are k & 3 and N & 4, since the level sets Mp are non-
compact in the time direction only. Thus geodesic motion
can be parametrized in terms of generalized action-angle
variables.
We next discuss how to resolve in this context the

nonuniqueness in the choice of generalized action-angle
variables discussed in the last subsection. Consider first the
freedom (2.10) associated with the choice of generators of
"1!Mp". One of these generators can be chosen to be an
integral curve of the extension to M of the axial Killing
field #a. The other two can be chosen as follows. Let
+: M ! MK be the natural projection from phase space
M to spacetime MK that takes !x$; p$" to x$. A loop
!x$!("; p$!("" in the level set Mp then projects to the
curve x$!(" in +!Mp". Requiring that this curve intersect
the boundary of +!Mp" only twice determines the two
other generators of "1!Mp".13 The resulting three gener-
ators coincide with the generators obtained from the mo-
tions in the r, ,, and - directions in Boyer-Lindquist
coordinates [92]. We denote the resulting generalized
action-angle variables by !qt; qr; q,; q-; Jt; Jr; J,; J-".
The remaining ambiguity (2.11) is of the form

Ji ! Ji; Jt ! .Jt % viJi; (2.18)

where i runs over r, ,, and -, and the parameters . and vi

are arbitrary. The corresponding transformation of the
frequencies (2.14) is

!t ! .(1!t; !i ! !i ( .(1vi!t: (2.19)

A portion of this ambiguity (the portion given by . & 1,
vr & v, & 0) is that associated with the choice of rota-
tional frame,- ! -%!twhere! is an angular velocity.
It is not possible to eliminate this rotational-frame ambi-
guity using only the spacetime geometry in a neighborhood
of the orbit. In this sense, the action-angle variables are not
uniquely determined by local geometric information.
However, we can resolve the ambiguity using global geo-
metric information, by choosing

Jt &
1

2+

Z
.t

!; (2.20)

where .t is an integral curve of length 2+ of the extension
to M of the timelike Killing field "a.14 The definition

12One can check that the two other assumptions in the theorem
listed in the second paragraph of Sec. II B are satisfied.
13This excludes, for example, loops which wind around twice in
the r direction and once in the , direction.
14The Killing field "a encodes global geometric information
since it is defined to be timelike and of unit norm at spatial
infinity.
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Forced motion

2

ing for how the integrals which parameterize geodesic
orbits evolve due to the self force. Writing the angle
variables q! = (qt, qr, q", q#) (which describe motions in
the t, r, !, and " directions of Boyer-Lindquist coordi-
nates), and writing the integrals associated with geodesic
motion Ji = (E,Lz, Q) (with E the energy, Lz the ax-
ial angular momentum, and Q the Carter constant), the
equations of motion describing the system are [10]

dq!
d#

= $!(J) + %g(1)! (qr, q",J) +O(%2) , (1.1)

dJi
d#

= %G(1)
i (qr, q",J) + O(%2) . (1.2)

The time parameter # is proper time along the orbit; the
parameter % = µ/M , the system’s mass ratio. The $r,",#

are fundamental frequencies with respect to proper time
associated with bound Kerr geodesic orbits. The forc-

ing functions g(1)! and G(1)
i arise from the first-order self

force. FH also include discussion of second-order forcing
functions, which we do not need for this synopsis; see
Ref. [9] for further discussion.
At order %0, Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) simply describe

geodesics of Kerr black holes: The integrals of the motion
are constant, and each angle variable evolves according to
its associated frequency. The leading adiabatic dissipa-
tive correction to this motion can be found by dropping

the forcing term g(1)! and replacingG(1)
i by !G(1)

i ", the av-
erage of this forcing term over the 2-torus parameterized
by q" and qr [10]. To compute this torus-averaged self
force, it is su!cient to use the radiative approximation
[8], which includes only the radiative contributions to the
self interaction and neglects conservative contributions.
The conservative contributions influence the motion only
beyond the leading adiabatic order [8, 10, 11].
Important post-adiabatic e"ects can be found by con-

tinuing to neglect g(1)! , but now integrating Eq. (1.2) us-

ing G(1)
i rather than its averaged variant. FH show that

for “most” orbits, G(1)
i is given by !G(1)

i " plus a rapidly
oscillating contribution. Over the timescales associated
with inspiral, this rapidly oscillating piece averages away

and has little e"ect. The e"ect of the forcing term G(1)
i

is dominated by !G(1)
i " for “most” orbits.

However, for some orbits, this averaging fails. When
#"/#r = &"/&r, where &" and &r are small integers with

no common factors, the contributions beyond !G(1)
i " are

not rapidly oscillating. Such “resonances” instead can
importantly modify how the integrals of motion evolve
during an inspiral. A given binary is very likely to evolve
through several such resonances en route to the final
merger of the smaller body with the large black hole.
A complete quantitative understanding of these resonant
e"ects will thus be quite important for making accurate
inspiral models. Prior to FH’s analysis, several other pa-
pers argued that such resonances may play an important
role in the radiative evolution of binary systems [12, 13]
(albeit without quantifying the detailed impact they can

have), or else because of other e"ects which resonances
have on the evolution of a dynamical system [14].
Orbits in which #"/#r take on a small-integer ratio

have been studied in great detail by Grossman, Levin,
and Perez-Giz [15], who called them “periodic” orbits and
provided a fairly simple scheme for classifying their fea-
tures. They have also demonstrated that periodic orbits
may play an important role in laying out a nearly optimal
computational strategy for sampling the parameter space
of large-mass ratio orbits more generally [16]. Following
Ref. [9], we will call them “resonant” orbits, reflecting
the fact that our main interest is in understanding how
their periodic structure impacts the self interaction.
As a binary evolves through a resonance, its self inter-

action and thus its evolution are modified compared to
what we would expect if the resonance were not taken
into account. The details of how the self interaction is
modified depend on the relative phase of the radial and
angular motions as the orbit passes through resonance.
Because of this, resonances enhance the dependence of a
binary’s orbital evolution on initial conditions. Let the
phase variable '0 define the value of the orbit’s ! angle
at the moment it reaches periapsis (see Sec. II A for more
details). On resonance, two orbits which have the same
energy E, the same axial angular momentum Lz, and
the same Carter constant Q will evolve di"erently if they
have di"erent values of '0.
FH estimate [9] that the shift to the orbital phase in-

duced by these resonances can be several tens to # 102

radians (as compared to an analysis which neglects the
resonances). That there is such a large shift, and that this
shift may depend on initial conditions, is potentially wor-
risome. Resonances could significantly complicate our
ability to construct models for measuring the waves from
extreme mass ratio inspirals. On the other hand, the
detailed behavior of a system as it evolves through reso-
nances may o"er an opportunity to study an interesting
aspect of strong-field gravity, providing a new handle for
strong-gravity phenomenology.
The “several tens to # 102 radians” estimate is based

on applying pN self force estimates to strong-field orbits,
a regime where pN approximations are generally inaccu-
rate. It is thus of great interest to estimate the impact of
orbital resonances using strong-field methods. One can
in fact compute the dissipative piece of the self force at
leading order in the system’s mass ratio. Techniques for
doing so with scalar fields were presented in Ref. [17];
generalizing to the gravitational dissipative self force is
not terribly di!cult [12, 13]. This computation uses so-
lutions of the frequency-domain Teukolsky equation [18],
which has been used in recent years most commonly to
study “flux balancing” [19–21], the limit in which the

driving force G(1)
i is replaced by its torus average !G(1)

i ".
A full analysis based on a strong-field dissipative self

force is underway, and will be presented later. Our pur-
pose here is to present a snapshot of the impact of res-
onances computed using strong-field techniques. In par-
ticular, we demonstrate how the phase-dependent e"ects

Geodesic motion in the Kerr spacetime is an integrable
dynamical system, and it is useful to use the corresponding
generalized action-angle variables to parameterize the in-
spiral. The resulting equations are [12]:

dq!
d"

! !!"J# $ "g"1#! "q#; qr; J# $O""2#; (1a)

dJ$
d"

! "G"1#
$ "q#; qr; J# $ "2G"2#

$ "q#; qr; J# $O""3#: (1b)

Here " is Mino time [13], and J$ are the conserved inte-
grals of geodesic motion given by J$ ! "E=%;
Lz=%; Q=%2#, where E is the energy, Lz is the angular
momentum, andQ the Carter constant. The variables q! !
"qt; qr; q#; q&# are generalized angle variables conjugate to
Mino time [10]. The right-hand sides at O""0# describe
geodesic motion, with fundamental frequencies !r, !#

and !&. The forcing functions g"1#! , G"1#
$ and G"2#

$ are due
to the first-order and second-order self-forces and are

2'-periodic in q# and qr. The piece of G"1;2#
$ that is even

under q# ! 2'% q#, qr ! 2'% qr, and the piece of g"1#!

that is odd are the dissipative self-force, and the remaining
piece is the conservative self-force [10].

In the limit " ! 0, solutions to Eqs. (1a) and (1b) can be
derived using the two time scale method, which essentially
consists of an ansatz for the dependence of the solutions on
"which ismore complicated than aTaylor series expansion,
that is justified a posteriori [10,14]. The leading-order
solutions are given by the following adiabatic prescription:

Drop the forcing terms g"1#! andG"2#
$ , and replaceG"1#

$ by its
average over the 2-torus parameterized by q#, qr. It is now
known how to evaluate this averaged force explicitly
[13,15], although generic adiabatic inspirals have not yet
been computed numerically.

Consider now postadiabatic effects. The dynamical sys-
tem (1) consists of a perturbed, integrable Hamiltonian
system. Resonances in this general type of system have
been studied in detail and are well understood [14], and
we can apply the general theory to the present context. The
existence of resonances in this context has previously been
suggested by Refs. [16,17]. We will present three different
treatments of the resonances: (i) an intuitive, order of mag-
nitude discussion, which is sufficient to deduce their key
properties; (ii) a numerical treatment; and (iii) a sketch of a
formal analytic derivation. A more detailed treatment will
be presented in Ref. [12].

Order of magnitude estimates.—Suppose that we
have an adiabatic solution, which will be of the form
q!""; "# ! c !"""#=", J$""; "# ! J$"""#. Consider now
the postadiabatic correction terms in Eqs. (1a) and (1b),
near some arbitrarily chosen point " ! 0. We expand q# as
q# ! q#0 $!#0"$ _!#0"

2 $O""3#, where subscripts 0
denote evaluations at " ! 0, and we expand qr similarly.

We also expand G"1#
$ as a double Fourier series:

G"1#
$ "q#; qr; J# !

P
k;nG

"1#
$kn"J#ei"kq#$nqr#, where the 00 term

is the adiabatic approximation, and the remaining terms
drive postadiabatic effects. Inserting the expansions of q#
and qr, we find for the phase of the (k,n) Fourier component

"constant# $ "k!#0 $ n!r0#"$ "k _!#0 $ n _!r0#"2 $ . . . :

(2)

Normally, the second term is nonzero, and thus the force
oscillates on a time scale&1, much shorter than the inspiral
time scale &1=", and so the force averages to zero.
However, when the resonance condition k!#0$n!r0!0
is satisfied, the (k, n) force is slowly varying and cannot be
neglected, and so gives an order-unity correction to the
right hand side of Eq. (1b). The duration of the resonance
is given by the third term in (2) to be "res & 1=

!!!!!!!
v _!

p
&

1=
!!!!!!
v"

p
, where v ! jkj$ jnj is the order of the resonance;

after times longer than this the quadratic term causes the
force to oscillate and again average to zero. The net change

in the action variables J$ is therefore !J% & _J"res &
""res &

!!!!!!!!!
"=v

p
. After the resonance, this change causes a

phase error !& that accumulates over an inspiral, of order

the total inspiral phase &1=" times !J=J &
!!!!!!!!!
"=v

p
, which

gives !&& 1=
!!!!!!
v"

p
.

This discussion allows us to deduce several key proper-
ties of the resonances. First, corrections to the gravitational
wave signal’s phase due to resonance effects scale as the
square root of the inverse of mass of the small body. These
corrections thus become large in the extreme-mass-ratio
limit, dominating over all other postadiabatic effects,
which scale as "0 & 1.
Second, they occur when !r=!# is a low order rational

number. There is a simple geometric picture corresponding
to this condition [17,18]: the geodesic orbits do not ergodi-
cally fill out the (q#, qr) torus in space as generic geodesics
orbits do but instead form a one-dimensional curve on the
torus. This implies that the time-averaged forces for these
orbits are not given by an average over the torus, unlike the
case for generic orbits.
Third, they occur only for noncircular, nonequatorial

orbits about spinning black holes. For other cases, the

forcing terms G"1#
$ depend only on q#, or only on qr, but

not both together, and thus the Fourier coefficientG"1#
$kn will

vanish for any resonance.
Fourth, they are driven only by the spin-dependent part

of the self-force, for the same reason: spherical symmetry
forbids a dependence on q# in the zero-spin limit.
Fifth, they appear to be driven only by the dissipative

part of the self-force, and not by the conservative part,
again because the forcing terms do not depend on both q#
and qr. We have verified that this is the case up to the post-
Newtonian order that spin-dependent terms have been
computed [19], and we conjecture that it is true to all
orders. The reason that this occurs is that the conservative
sector of post-Newtonian theory admits three independent
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ing for how the integrals which parameterize geodesic
orbits evolve due to the self force. Writing the angle
variables q! = (qt, qr, q", q#) (which describe motions in
the t, r, !, and " directions of Boyer-Lindquist coordi-
nates), and writing the integrals associated with geodesic
motion Ji = (E,Lz, Q) (with E the energy, Lz the ax-
ial angular momentum, and Q the Carter constant), the
equations of motion describing the system are [10]

dq!
d#

= $!(J) + %g(1)! (qr, q",J) +O(%2) , (1.1)

dJi
d#

= %G(1)
i (qr, q",J) + O(%2) . (1.2)

The time parameter # is proper time along the orbit; the
parameter % = µ/M , the system’s mass ratio. The $r,",#

are fundamental frequencies with respect to proper time
associated with bound Kerr geodesic orbits. The forc-

ing functions g(1)! and G(1)
i arise from the first-order self

force. FH also include discussion of second-order forcing
functions, which we do not need for this synopsis; see
Ref. [9] for further discussion.
At order %0, Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) simply describe

geodesics of Kerr black holes: The integrals of the motion
are constant, and each angle variable evolves according to
its associated frequency. The leading adiabatic dissipa-
tive correction to this motion can be found by dropping

the forcing term g(1)! and replacingG(1)
i by !G(1)

i ", the av-
erage of this forcing term over the 2-torus parameterized
by q" and qr [10]. To compute this torus-averaged self
force, it is su!cient to use the radiative approximation
[8], which includes only the radiative contributions to the
self interaction and neglects conservative contributions.
The conservative contributions influence the motion only
beyond the leading adiabatic order [8, 10, 11].
Important post-adiabatic e"ects can be found by con-

tinuing to neglect g(1)! , but now integrating Eq. (1.2) us-

ing G(1)
i rather than its averaged variant. FH show that

for “most” orbits, G(1)
i is given by !G(1)

i " plus a rapidly
oscillating contribution. Over the timescales associated
with inspiral, this rapidly oscillating piece averages away

and has little e"ect. The e"ect of the forcing term G(1)
i

is dominated by !G(1)
i " for “most” orbits.

However, for some orbits, this averaging fails. When
#"/#r = &"/&r, where &" and &r are small integers with

no common factors, the contributions beyond !G(1)
i " are

not rapidly oscillating. Such “resonances” instead can
importantly modify how the integrals of motion evolve
during an inspiral. A given binary is very likely to evolve
through several such resonances en route to the final
merger of the smaller body with the large black hole.
A complete quantitative understanding of these resonant
e"ects will thus be quite important for making accurate
inspiral models. Prior to FH’s analysis, several other pa-
pers argued that such resonances may play an important
role in the radiative evolution of binary systems [12, 13]
(albeit without quantifying the detailed impact they can

have), or else because of other e"ects which resonances
have on the evolution of a dynamical system [14].
Orbits in which #"/#r take on a small-integer ratio

have been studied in great detail by Grossman, Levin,
and Perez-Giz [15], who called them “periodic” orbits and
provided a fairly simple scheme for classifying their fea-
tures. They have also demonstrated that periodic orbits
may play an important role in laying out a nearly optimal
computational strategy for sampling the parameter space
of large-mass ratio orbits more generally [16]. Following
Ref. [9], we will call them “resonant” orbits, reflecting
the fact that our main interest is in understanding how
their periodic structure impacts the self interaction.
As a binary evolves through a resonance, its self inter-

action and thus its evolution are modified compared to
what we would expect if the resonance were not taken
into account. The details of how the self interaction is
modified depend on the relative phase of the radial and
angular motions as the orbit passes through resonance.
Because of this, resonances enhance the dependence of a
binary’s orbital evolution on initial conditions. Let the
phase variable '0 define the value of the orbit’s ! angle
at the moment it reaches periapsis (see Sec. II A for more
details). On resonance, two orbits which have the same
energy E, the same axial angular momentum Lz, and
the same Carter constant Q will evolve di"erently if they
have di"erent values of '0.
FH estimate [9] that the shift to the orbital phase in-

duced by these resonances can be several tens to # 102

radians (as compared to an analysis which neglects the
resonances). That there is such a large shift, and that this
shift may depend on initial conditions, is potentially wor-
risome. Resonances could significantly complicate our
ability to construct models for measuring the waves from
extreme mass ratio inspirals. On the other hand, the
detailed behavior of a system as it evolves through reso-
nances may o"er an opportunity to study an interesting
aspect of strong-field gravity, providing a new handle for
strong-gravity phenomenology.
The “several tens to # 102 radians” estimate is based

on applying pN self force estimates to strong-field orbits,
a regime where pN approximations are generally inaccu-
rate. It is thus of great interest to estimate the impact of
orbital resonances using strong-field methods. One can
in fact compute the dissipative piece of the self force at
leading order in the system’s mass ratio. Techniques for
doing so with scalar fields were presented in Ref. [17];
generalizing to the gravitational dissipative self force is
not terribly di!cult [12, 13]. This computation uses so-
lutions of the frequency-domain Teukolsky equation [18],
which has been used in recent years most commonly to
study “flux balancing” [19–21], the limit in which the

driving force G(1)
i is replaced by its torus average !G(1)

i ".
A full analysis based on a strong-field dissipative self

force is underway, and will be presented later. Our pur-
pose here is to present a snapshot of the impact of res-
onances computed using strong-field techniques. In par-
ticular, we demonstrate how the phase-dependent e"ects

Conserved quantities of the geodesic motion

r, ✓,�Generalized angle variables associated with  t,

Geodesic motion in the Kerr spacetime is an integrable
dynamical system, and it is useful to use the corresponding
generalized action-angle variables to parameterize the in-
spiral. The resulting equations are [12]:

dq!
d"

! !!"J# $ "g"1#! "q#; qr; J# $O""2#; (1a)

dJ$
d"

! "G"1#
$ "q#; qr; J# $ "2G"2#

$ "q#; qr; J# $O""3#: (1b)

Here " is Mino time [13], and J$ are the conserved inte-
grals of geodesic motion given by J$ ! "E=%;
Lz=%; Q=%2#, where E is the energy, Lz is the angular
momentum, andQ the Carter constant. The variables q! !
"qt; qr; q#; q&# are generalized angle variables conjugate to
Mino time [10]. The right-hand sides at O""0# describe
geodesic motion, with fundamental frequencies !r, !#

and !&. The forcing functions g"1#! , G"1#
$ and G"2#

$ are due
to the first-order and second-order self-forces and are

2'-periodic in q# and qr. The piece of G"1;2#
$ that is even

under q# ! 2'% q#, qr ! 2'% qr, and the piece of g"1#!

that is odd are the dissipative self-force, and the remaining
piece is the conservative self-force [10].

In the limit " ! 0, solutions to Eqs. (1a) and (1b) can be
derived using the two time scale method, which essentially
consists of an ansatz for the dependence of the solutions on
"which ismore complicated than aTaylor series expansion,
that is justified a posteriori [10,14]. The leading-order
solutions are given by the following adiabatic prescription:

Drop the forcing terms g"1#! andG"2#
$ , and replaceG"1#

$ by its
average over the 2-torus parameterized by q#, qr. It is now
known how to evaluate this averaged force explicitly
[13,15], although generic adiabatic inspirals have not yet
been computed numerically.

Consider now postadiabatic effects. The dynamical sys-
tem (1) consists of a perturbed, integrable Hamiltonian
system. Resonances in this general type of system have
been studied in detail and are well understood [14], and
we can apply the general theory to the present context. The
existence of resonances in this context has previously been
suggested by Refs. [16,17]. We will present three different
treatments of the resonances: (i) an intuitive, order of mag-
nitude discussion, which is sufficient to deduce their key
properties; (ii) a numerical treatment; and (iii) a sketch of a
formal analytic derivation. A more detailed treatment will
be presented in Ref. [12].

Order of magnitude estimates.—Suppose that we
have an adiabatic solution, which will be of the form
q!""; "# ! c !"""#=", J$""; "# ! J$"""#. Consider now
the postadiabatic correction terms in Eqs. (1a) and (1b),
near some arbitrarily chosen point " ! 0. We expand q# as
q# ! q#0 $!#0"$ _!#0"

2 $O""3#, where subscripts 0
denote evaluations at " ! 0, and we expand qr similarly.

We also expand G"1#
$ as a double Fourier series:

G"1#
$ "q#; qr; J# !

P
k;nG

"1#
$kn"J#ei"kq#$nqr#, where the 00 term

is the adiabatic approximation, and the remaining terms
drive postadiabatic effects. Inserting the expansions of q#
and qr, we find for the phase of the (k,n) Fourier component

"constant# $ "k!#0 $ n!r0#"$ "k _!#0 $ n _!r0#"2 $ . . . :

(2)

Normally, the second term is nonzero, and thus the force
oscillates on a time scale&1, much shorter than the inspiral
time scale &1=", and so the force averages to zero.
However, when the resonance condition k!#0$n!r0!0
is satisfied, the (k, n) force is slowly varying and cannot be
neglected, and so gives an order-unity correction to the
right hand side of Eq. (1b). The duration of the resonance
is given by the third term in (2) to be "res & 1=

!!!!!!!
v _!

p
&

1=
!!!!!!
v"

p
, where v ! jkj$ jnj is the order of the resonance;

after times longer than this the quadratic term causes the
force to oscillate and again average to zero. The net change

in the action variables J$ is therefore !J% & _J"res &
""res &

!!!!!!!!!
"=v

p
. After the resonance, this change causes a

phase error !& that accumulates over an inspiral, of order

the total inspiral phase &1=" times !J=J &
!!!!!!!!!
"=v

p
, which

gives !&& 1=
!!!!!!
v"

p
.

This discussion allows us to deduce several key proper-
ties of the resonances. First, corrections to the gravitational
wave signal’s phase due to resonance effects scale as the
square root of the inverse of mass of the small body. These
corrections thus become large in the extreme-mass-ratio
limit, dominating over all other postadiabatic effects,
which scale as "0 & 1.
Second, they occur when !r=!# is a low order rational

number. There is a simple geometric picture corresponding
to this condition [17,18]: the geodesic orbits do not ergodi-
cally fill out the (q#, qr) torus in space as generic geodesics
orbits do but instead form a one-dimensional curve on the
torus. This implies that the time-averaged forces for these
orbits are not given by an average over the torus, unlike the
case for generic orbits.
Third, they occur only for noncircular, nonequatorial

orbits about spinning black holes. For other cases, the

forcing terms G"1#
$ depend only on q#, or only on qr, but

not both together, and thus the Fourier coefficientG"1#
$kn will

vanish for any resonance.
Fourth, they are driven only by the spin-dependent part

of the self-force, for the same reason: spherical symmetry
forbids a dependence on q# in the zero-spin limit.
Fifth, they appear to be driven only by the dissipative

part of the self-force, and not by the conservative part,
again because the forcing terms do not depend on both q#
and qr. We have verified that this is the case up to the post-
Newtonian order that spin-dependent terms have been
computed [19], and we conjecture that it is true to all
orders. The reason that this occurs is that the conservative
sector of post-Newtonian theory admits three independent
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Geodesic motion in the Kerr spacetime is an integrable
dynamical system, and it is useful to use the corresponding
generalized action-angle variables to parameterize the in-
spiral. The resulting equations are [12]:

dq!
d"

! !!"J# $ "g"1#! "q#; qr; J# $O""2#; (1a)

dJ$
d"

! "G"1#
$ "q#; qr; J# $ "2G"2#

$ "q#; qr; J# $O""3#: (1b)

Here " is Mino time [13], and J$ are the conserved inte-
grals of geodesic motion given by J$ ! "E=%;
Lz=%; Q=%2#, where E is the energy, Lz is the angular
momentum, andQ the Carter constant. The variables q! !
"qt; qr; q#; q&# are generalized angle variables conjugate to
Mino time [10]. The right-hand sides at O""0# describe
geodesic motion, with fundamental frequencies !r, !#

and !&. The forcing functions g"1#! , G"1#
$ and G"2#

$ are due
to the first-order and second-order self-forces and are

2'-periodic in q# and qr. The piece of G"1;2#
$ that is even

under q# ! 2'% q#, qr ! 2'% qr, and the piece of g"1#!

that is odd are the dissipative self-force, and the remaining
piece is the conservative self-force [10].

In the limit " ! 0, solutions to Eqs. (1a) and (1b) can be
derived using the two time scale method, which essentially
consists of an ansatz for the dependence of the solutions on
"which ismore complicated than aTaylor series expansion,
that is justified a posteriori [10,14]. The leading-order
solutions are given by the following adiabatic prescription:

Drop the forcing terms g"1#! andG"2#
$ , and replaceG"1#

$ by its
average over the 2-torus parameterized by q#, qr. It is now
known how to evaluate this averaged force explicitly
[13,15], although generic adiabatic inspirals have not yet
been computed numerically.

Consider now postadiabatic effects. The dynamical sys-
tem (1) consists of a perturbed, integrable Hamiltonian
system. Resonances in this general type of system have
been studied in detail and are well understood [14], and
we can apply the general theory to the present context. The
existence of resonances in this context has previously been
suggested by Refs. [16,17]. We will present three different
treatments of the resonances: (i) an intuitive, order of mag-
nitude discussion, which is sufficient to deduce their key
properties; (ii) a numerical treatment; and (iii) a sketch of a
formal analytic derivation. A more detailed treatment will
be presented in Ref. [12].

Order of magnitude estimates.—Suppose that we
have an adiabatic solution, which will be of the form
q!""; "# ! c !"""#=", J$""; "# ! J$"""#. Consider now
the postadiabatic correction terms in Eqs. (1a) and (1b),
near some arbitrarily chosen point " ! 0. We expand q# as
q# ! q#0 $!#0"$ _!#0"

2 $O""3#, where subscripts 0
denote evaluations at " ! 0, and we expand qr similarly.

We also expand G"1#
$ as a double Fourier series:

G"1#
$ "q#; qr; J# !

P
k;nG

"1#
$kn"J#ei"kq#$nqr#, where the 00 term

is the adiabatic approximation, and the remaining terms
drive postadiabatic effects. Inserting the expansions of q#
and qr, we find for the phase of the (k,n) Fourier component

"constant# $ "k!#0 $ n!r0#"$ "k _!#0 $ n _!r0#"2 $ . . . :

(2)

Normally, the second term is nonzero, and thus the force
oscillates on a time scale&1, much shorter than the inspiral
time scale &1=", and so the force averages to zero.
However, when the resonance condition k!#0$n!r0!0
is satisfied, the (k, n) force is slowly varying and cannot be
neglected, and so gives an order-unity correction to the
right hand side of Eq. (1b). The duration of the resonance
is given by the third term in (2) to be "res & 1=

!!!!!!!
v _!

p
&

1=
!!!!!!
v"

p
, where v ! jkj$ jnj is the order of the resonance;

after times longer than this the quadratic term causes the
force to oscillate and again average to zero. The net change

in the action variables J$ is therefore !J% & _J"res &
""res &

!!!!!!!!!
"=v

p
. After the resonance, this change causes a

phase error !& that accumulates over an inspiral, of order

the total inspiral phase &1=" times !J=J &
!!!!!!!!!
"=v

p
, which

gives !&& 1=
!!!!!!
v"

p
.

This discussion allows us to deduce several key proper-
ties of the resonances. First, corrections to the gravitational
wave signal’s phase due to resonance effects scale as the
square root of the inverse of mass of the small body. These
corrections thus become large in the extreme-mass-ratio
limit, dominating over all other postadiabatic effects,
which scale as "0 & 1.
Second, they occur when !r=!# is a low order rational

number. There is a simple geometric picture corresponding
to this condition [17,18]: the geodesic orbits do not ergodi-
cally fill out the (q#, qr) torus in space as generic geodesics
orbits do but instead form a one-dimensional curve on the
torus. This implies that the time-averaged forces for these
orbits are not given by an average over the torus, unlike the
case for generic orbits.
Third, they occur only for noncircular, nonequatorial

orbits about spinning black holes. For other cases, the

forcing terms G"1#
$ depend only on q#, or only on qr, but

not both together, and thus the Fourier coefficientG"1#
$kn will

vanish for any resonance.
Fourth, they are driven only by the spin-dependent part

of the self-force, for the same reason: spherical symmetry
forbids a dependence on q# in the zero-spin limit.
Fifth, they appear to be driven only by the dissipative

part of the self-force, and not by the conservative part,
again because the forcing terms do not depend on both q#
and qr. We have verified that this is the case up to the post-
Newtonian order that spin-dependent terms have been
computed [19], and we conjecture that it is true to all
orders. The reason that this occurs is that the conservative
sector of post-Newtonian theory admits three independent
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Given by the first and second orders self-forces (2      periodic in               )⇡

Geodesic motion in the Kerr spacetime is an integrable
dynamical system, and it is useful to use the corresponding
generalized action-angle variables to parameterize the in-
spiral. The resulting equations are [12]:

dq!
d"

! !!"J# $ "g"1#! "q#; qr; J# $O""2#; (1a)

dJ$
d"

! "G"1#
$ "q#; qr; J# $ "2G"2#

$ "q#; qr; J# $O""3#: (1b)

Here " is Mino time [13], and J$ are the conserved inte-
grals of geodesic motion given by J$ ! "E=%;
Lz=%; Q=%2#, where E is the energy, Lz is the angular
momentum, andQ the Carter constant. The variables q! !
"qt; qr; q#; q&# are generalized angle variables conjugate to
Mino time [10]. The right-hand sides at O""0# describe
geodesic motion, with fundamental frequencies !r, !#

and !&. The forcing functions g"1#! , G"1#
$ and G"2#

$ are due
to the first-order and second-order self-forces and are

2'-periodic in q# and qr. The piece of G"1;2#
$ that is even

under q# ! 2'% q#, qr ! 2'% qr, and the piece of g"1#!

that is odd are the dissipative self-force, and the remaining
piece is the conservative self-force [10].

In the limit " ! 0, solutions to Eqs. (1a) and (1b) can be
derived using the two time scale method, which essentially
consists of an ansatz for the dependence of the solutions on
"which ismore complicated than aTaylor series expansion,
that is justified a posteriori [10,14]. The leading-order
solutions are given by the following adiabatic prescription:

Drop the forcing terms g"1#! andG"2#
$ , and replaceG"1#

$ by its
average over the 2-torus parameterized by q#, qr. It is now
known how to evaluate this averaged force explicitly
[13,15], although generic adiabatic inspirals have not yet
been computed numerically.

Consider now postadiabatic effects. The dynamical sys-
tem (1) consists of a perturbed, integrable Hamiltonian
system. Resonances in this general type of system have
been studied in detail and are well understood [14], and
we can apply the general theory to the present context. The
existence of resonances in this context has previously been
suggested by Refs. [16,17]. We will present three different
treatments of the resonances: (i) an intuitive, order of mag-
nitude discussion, which is sufficient to deduce their key
properties; (ii) a numerical treatment; and (iii) a sketch of a
formal analytic derivation. A more detailed treatment will
be presented in Ref. [12].

Order of magnitude estimates.—Suppose that we
have an adiabatic solution, which will be of the form
q!""; "# ! c !"""#=", J$""; "# ! J$"""#. Consider now
the postadiabatic correction terms in Eqs. (1a) and (1b),
near some arbitrarily chosen point " ! 0. We expand q# as
q# ! q#0 $!#0"$ _!#0"

2 $O""3#, where subscripts 0
denote evaluations at " ! 0, and we expand qr similarly.

We also expand G"1#
$ as a double Fourier series:

G"1#
$ "q#; qr; J# !

P
k;nG

"1#
$kn"J#ei"kq#$nqr#, where the 00 term

is the adiabatic approximation, and the remaining terms
drive postadiabatic effects. Inserting the expansions of q#
and qr, we find for the phase of the (k,n) Fourier component

"constant# $ "k!#0 $ n!r0#"$ "k _!#0 $ n _!r0#"2 $ . . . :

(2)

Normally, the second term is nonzero, and thus the force
oscillates on a time scale&1, much shorter than the inspiral
time scale &1=", and so the force averages to zero.
However, when the resonance condition k!#0$n!r0!0
is satisfied, the (k, n) force is slowly varying and cannot be
neglected, and so gives an order-unity correction to the
right hand side of Eq. (1b). The duration of the resonance
is given by the third term in (2) to be "res & 1=

!!!!!!!
v _!

p
&

1=
!!!!!!
v"

p
, where v ! jkj$ jnj is the order of the resonance;

after times longer than this the quadratic term causes the
force to oscillate and again average to zero. The net change

in the action variables J$ is therefore !J% & _J"res &
""res &

!!!!!!!!!
"=v

p
. After the resonance, this change causes a

phase error !& that accumulates over an inspiral, of order

the total inspiral phase &1=" times !J=J &
!!!!!!!!!
"=v

p
, which

gives !&& 1=
!!!!!!
v"

p
.

This discussion allows us to deduce several key proper-
ties of the resonances. First, corrections to the gravitational
wave signal’s phase due to resonance effects scale as the
square root of the inverse of mass of the small body. These
corrections thus become large in the extreme-mass-ratio
limit, dominating over all other postadiabatic effects,
which scale as "0 & 1.
Second, they occur when !r=!# is a low order rational

number. There is a simple geometric picture corresponding
to this condition [17,18]: the geodesic orbits do not ergodi-
cally fill out the (q#, qr) torus in space as generic geodesics
orbits do but instead form a one-dimensional curve on the
torus. This implies that the time-averaged forces for these
orbits are not given by an average over the torus, unlike the
case for generic orbits.
Third, they occur only for noncircular, nonequatorial

orbits about spinning black holes. For other cases, the

forcing terms G"1#
$ depend only on q#, or only on qr, but

not both together, and thus the Fourier coefficientG"1#
$kn will

vanish for any resonance.
Fourth, they are driven only by the spin-dependent part

of the self-force, for the same reason: spherical symmetry
forbids a dependence on q# in the zero-spin limit.
Fifth, they appear to be driven only by the dissipative

part of the self-force, and not by the conservative part,
again because the forcing terms do not depend on both q#
and qr. We have verified that this is the case up to the post-
Newtonian order that spin-dependent terms have been
computed [19], and we conjecture that it is true to all
orders. The reason that this occurs is that the conservative
sector of post-Newtonian theory admits three independent
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ing for how the integrals which parameterize geodesic
orbits evolve due to the self force. Writing the angle
variables q! = (qt, qr, q", q#) (which describe motions in
the t, r, !, and " directions of Boyer-Lindquist coordi-
nates), and writing the integrals associated with geodesic
motion Ji = (E,Lz, Q) (with E the energy, Lz the ax-
ial angular momentum, and Q the Carter constant), the
equations of motion describing the system are [10]

dq!
d#

= $!(J) + %g(1)! (qr, q",J) +O(%2) , (1.1)

dJi
d#

= %G(1)
i (qr, q",J) + O(%2) . (1.2)

The time parameter # is proper time along the orbit; the
parameter % = µ/M , the system’s mass ratio. The $r,",#

are fundamental frequencies with respect to proper time
associated with bound Kerr geodesic orbits. The forc-

ing functions g(1)! and G(1)
i arise from the first-order self

force. FH also include discussion of second-order forcing
functions, which we do not need for this synopsis; see
Ref. [9] for further discussion.
At order %0, Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) simply describe

geodesics of Kerr black holes: The integrals of the motion
are constant, and each angle variable evolves according to
its associated frequency. The leading adiabatic dissipa-
tive correction to this motion can be found by dropping

the forcing term g(1)! and replacingG(1)
i by !G(1)

i ", the av-
erage of this forcing term over the 2-torus parameterized
by q" and qr [10]. To compute this torus-averaged self
force, it is su!cient to use the radiative approximation
[8], which includes only the radiative contributions to the
self interaction and neglects conservative contributions.
The conservative contributions influence the motion only
beyond the leading adiabatic order [8, 10, 11].
Important post-adiabatic e"ects can be found by con-

tinuing to neglect g(1)! , but now integrating Eq. (1.2) us-

ing G(1)
i rather than its averaged variant. FH show that

for “most” orbits, G(1)
i is given by !G(1)

i " plus a rapidly
oscillating contribution. Over the timescales associated
with inspiral, this rapidly oscillating piece averages away

and has little e"ect. The e"ect of the forcing term G(1)
i

is dominated by !G(1)
i " for “most” orbits.

However, for some orbits, this averaging fails. When
#"/#r = &"/&r, where &" and &r are small integers with

no common factors, the contributions beyond !G(1)
i " are

not rapidly oscillating. Such “resonances” instead can
importantly modify how the integrals of motion evolve
during an inspiral. A given binary is very likely to evolve
through several such resonances en route to the final
merger of the smaller body with the large black hole.
A complete quantitative understanding of these resonant
e"ects will thus be quite important for making accurate
inspiral models. Prior to FH’s analysis, several other pa-
pers argued that such resonances may play an important
role in the radiative evolution of binary systems [12, 13]
(albeit without quantifying the detailed impact they can

have), or else because of other e"ects which resonances
have on the evolution of a dynamical system [14].
Orbits in which #"/#r take on a small-integer ratio

have been studied in great detail by Grossman, Levin,
and Perez-Giz [15], who called them “periodic” orbits and
provided a fairly simple scheme for classifying their fea-
tures. They have also demonstrated that periodic orbits
may play an important role in laying out a nearly optimal
computational strategy for sampling the parameter space
of large-mass ratio orbits more generally [16]. Following
Ref. [9], we will call them “resonant” orbits, reflecting
the fact that our main interest is in understanding how
their periodic structure impacts the self interaction.
As a binary evolves through a resonance, its self inter-

action and thus its evolution are modified compared to
what we would expect if the resonance were not taken
into account. The details of how the self interaction is
modified depend on the relative phase of the radial and
angular motions as the orbit passes through resonance.
Because of this, resonances enhance the dependence of a
binary’s orbital evolution on initial conditions. Let the
phase variable '0 define the value of the orbit’s ! angle
at the moment it reaches periapsis (see Sec. II A for more
details). On resonance, two orbits which have the same
energy E, the same axial angular momentum Lz, and
the same Carter constant Q will evolve di"erently if they
have di"erent values of '0.
FH estimate [9] that the shift to the orbital phase in-

duced by these resonances can be several tens to # 102

radians (as compared to an analysis which neglects the
resonances). That there is such a large shift, and that this
shift may depend on initial conditions, is potentially wor-
risome. Resonances could significantly complicate our
ability to construct models for measuring the waves from
extreme mass ratio inspirals. On the other hand, the
detailed behavior of a system as it evolves through reso-
nances may o"er an opportunity to study an interesting
aspect of strong-field gravity, providing a new handle for
strong-gravity phenomenology.
The “several tens to # 102 radians” estimate is based

on applying pN self force estimates to strong-field orbits,
a regime where pN approximations are generally inaccu-
rate. It is thus of great interest to estimate the impact of
orbital resonances using strong-field methods. One can
in fact compute the dissipative piece of the self force at
leading order in the system’s mass ratio. Techniques for
doing so with scalar fields were presented in Ref. [17];
generalizing to the gravitational dissipative self force is
not terribly di!cult [12, 13]. This computation uses so-
lutions of the frequency-domain Teukolsky equation [18],
which has been used in recent years most commonly to
study “flux balancing” [19–21], the limit in which the

driving force G(1)
i is replaced by its torus average !G(1)

i ".
A full analysis based on a strong-field dissipative self

force is underway, and will be presented later. Our pur-
pose here is to present a snapshot of the impact of res-
onances computed using strong-field techniques. In par-
ticular, we demonstrate how the phase-dependent e"ects
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frame, the rotation-type periodicity at !" is removed, and
only the libration-type oscillations at harmonics of !r and
!# remain $see the discussion in Ref. %11&, pp. 466–467'.
By this logic, many functions f %z(t)& can be reduced to

functions of r and # only. It is then possible to expand in a
Fourier series as

f %r$ t ',#$ t '&!(
kn

f kne"i(k!##n!r)t. $2.7'

Unfortunately, the functions r(t) and #(t) are in general not
periodic $although they are in the Newtonian limit where all
the orbital frequencies are identical'. This not-quite-periodic
character is fundamentally due to the coupling of the r and #
motions in Eqs. $2.1' and $2.2': the functions ()2dt/d*)"2R
and ()2dt/d*)"2+ each depend explicitly on both r and # .
$Note that this coupling remains if we use proper time along
the orbit * as our parametrization.' The non-separated nature
of the r and # motions makes it difficult to compute the
coefficients f kn appearing in Eq. $2.7'. If the motions sepa-
rated, one could define angle variables wr,!rt and w#

,!#t , such that r would be a function only of wr and # a
function only of w# %11,12&. Computing the coefficients f kn
would then be straightforward $see, e.g., Ref. %11&, p. 466'.
Since the motions do not in fact separate, the angles wr and
w# are not well defined. An alternative scheme to compute
the Fourier series coefficients appears necessary.

III. ORBITS IN MINO TIME

In a recent paper, Y. Mino %13& introduced a new param-
eterization of Kerr geodesic motion which separates the r
and # motion. In terms of what we shall call ‘‘Mino time’’ - ,
the geodesic equations become

! drd- " 2!R$r ', $3.1'

! d#

d- " 2!+$#', $3.2'

d"

d-
!.$r ,#', $3.3'

dt
d-

!T$r ,#', $3.4'

where R(r), +(#), .(r ,#), and T(r ,#) are defined in Eqs.
$2.1'–$2.4'. The r and # motions are now strictly periodic
functions:

r$-'!r$-#n/r',

#$-'!#$-#n/#', $3.5'

where n is any integer and the periods are given by

/r!2#
rperi

rap dr

R$r '1/2
, $3.6'

/#!4#
#min

0/2 d#

+$#'1/2
. $3.7'

The radial motion is taken to range between periapsis, rperi ,
and apoapsis, rap ; the # motion ranges from a minimum #min
to a maximum 0"#min . $With a particular reparameteriza-
tion, we can write the /r integral in such a way that it be-
haves well as we approach the limit of circular orbits, rperi
!rap . Likewise it is simple to reparameterize such that /#
is well behaved in the equatorial orbit limit, #min!0/2. See
the Appendix.'
For what follows, it will be useful to define the following

frequencies conjugate to -:

1r ,#!20//r ,# , $3.8'

as well as the angle variables

wr ,#!1r ,#- . $3.9'

These angles allow us to take advantage of the separated
nature of r and # motion in Mino time: we treat r as a
function only of wr, # as a function only of w#, and we treat
wr and w# as independent parameters. This allows us to Fou-
rier decompose any function of the orbital worldline using
standard action-angle variable techniques %11&.
Before moving on, we should analyze the remaining co-

ordinate motions of black hole orbits—the observer $Boyer-
Lindquist' time t and the azimuthal angle " . Both of these
motions consist of a component that accumulates secularly
as a function of - , superposed on components which oscil-
late at 1r and 1# . Let us analyze the oscillations first. From
the geodesic equations $3.3' and $3.4', we know that dt/d-
and d"/d- are functions only of r and # . This means that
they can be expanded in a Fourier series:

dt
d-

,T$r ,#'!(
kn

Tkne"i(k1##n1r)-, $3.10'

d"

d-
,.$r ,#'!(

kn
.kne"i(k1##n1r)-,

$3.11'

with the expansion coefficients given by

Tkn!
1

$20'2
#
0

20
dwr#

0

20
dw#T%r$wr',#$w#'&ei(kw

##nwr),

$3.12'

.kn!
1

$20'2
#
0

20
dwr#

0

20
dw#.%r$wr',#$w#'&ei(kw

##nwr).

$3.13'

In these equations and in what follows, r(wr),r(-
!wr/1r) and #(w#),#(-!w#/1#).
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and apoapsis, rap ; the # motion ranges from a minimum #min
to a maximum 0"#min . $With a particular reparameteriza-
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haves well as we approach the limit of circular orbits, rperi
!rap . Likewise it is simple to reparameterize such that /#
is well behaved in the equatorial orbit limit, #min!0/2. See
the Appendix.'
For what follows, it will be useful to define the following

frequencies conjugate to -:

1r ,#!20//r ,# , $3.8'

as well as the angle variables

wr ,#!1r ,#- . $3.9'

These angles allow us to take advantage of the separated
nature of r and # motion in Mino time: we treat r as a
function only of wr, # as a function only of w#, and we treat
wr and w# as independent parameters. This allows us to Fou-
rier decompose any function of the orbital worldline using
standard action-angle variable techniques %11&.
Before moving on, we should analyze the remaining co-

ordinate motions of black hole orbits—the observer $Boyer-
Lindquist' time t and the azimuthal angle " . Both of these
motions consist of a component that accumulates secularly
as a function of - , superposed on components which oscil-
late at 1r and 1# . Let us analyze the oscillations first. From
the geodesic equations $3.3' and $3.4', we know that dt/d-
and d"/d- are functions only of r and # . This means that
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/#!4#
#min

0/2 d#

+$#'1/2
. $3.7'

The radial motion is taken to range between periapsis, rperi ,
and apoapsis, rap ; the # motion ranges from a minimum #min
to a maximum 0"#min . $With a particular reparameteriza-
tion, we can write the /r integral in such a way that it be-
haves well as we approach the limit of circular orbits, rperi
!rap . Likewise it is simple to reparameterize such that /#
is well behaved in the equatorial orbit limit, #min!0/2. See
the Appendix.'
For what follows, it will be useful to define the following

frequencies conjugate to -:

1r ,#!20//r ,# , $3.8'

as well as the angle variables

wr ,#!1r ,#- . $3.9'

These angles allow us to take advantage of the separated
nature of r and # motion in Mino time: we treat r as a
function only of wr, # as a function only of w#, and we treat
wr and w# as independent parameters. This allows us to Fou-
rier decompose any function of the orbital worldline using
standard action-angle variable techniques %11&.
Before moving on, we should analyze the remaining co-

ordinate motions of black hole orbits—the observer $Boyer-
Lindquist' time t and the azimuthal angle " . Both of these
motions consist of a component that accumulates secularly
as a function of - , superposed on components which oscil-
late at 1r and 1# . Let us analyze the oscillations first. From
the geodesic equations $3.3' and $3.4', we know that dt/d-
and d"/d- are functions only of r and # . This means that
they can be expanded in a Fourier series:

dt
d-

,T$r ,#'!(
kn

Tkne"i(k1##n1r)-, $3.10'

d"

d-
,.$r ,#'!(

kn
.kne"i(k1##n1r)-,

$3.11'

with the expansion coefficients given by

Tkn!
1

$20'2
#
0

20
dwr#

0

20
dw#T%r$wr',#$w#'&ei(kw

##nwr),

$3.12'

.kn!
1

$20'2
#
0

20
dwr#

0

20
dw#.%r$wr',#$w#'&ei(kw

##nwr).

$3.13'

In these equations and in what follows, r(wr),r(-
!wr/1r) and #(w#),#(-!w#/1#).
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and we can define angle variables

Geodesic motion in the Kerr spacetime is an integrable
dynamical system, and it is useful to use the corresponding
generalized action-angle variables to parameterize the in-
spiral. The resulting equations are [12]:

dq!
d"

! !!"J# $ "g"1#! "q#; qr; J# $O""2#; (1a)

dJ$
d"

! "G"1#
$ "q#; qr; J# $ "2G"2#

$ "q#; qr; J# $O""3#: (1b)

Here " is Mino time [13], and J$ are the conserved inte-
grals of geodesic motion given by J$ ! "E=%;
Lz=%; Q=%2#, where E is the energy, Lz is the angular
momentum, andQ the Carter constant. The variables q! !
"qt; qr; q#; q&# are generalized angle variables conjugate to
Mino time [10]. The right-hand sides at O""0# describe
geodesic motion, with fundamental frequencies !r, !#

and !&. The forcing functions g"1#! , G"1#
$ and G"2#

$ are due
to the first-order and second-order self-forces and are

2'-periodic in q# and qr. The piece of G"1;2#
$ that is even

under q# ! 2'% q#, qr ! 2'% qr, and the piece of g"1#!

that is odd are the dissipative self-force, and the remaining
piece is the conservative self-force [10].

In the limit " ! 0, solutions to Eqs. (1a) and (1b) can be
derived using the two time scale method, which essentially
consists of an ansatz for the dependence of the solutions on
"which ismore complicated than aTaylor series expansion,
that is justified a posteriori [10,14]. The leading-order
solutions are given by the following adiabatic prescription:

Drop the forcing terms g"1#! andG"2#
$ , and replaceG"1#

$ by its
average over the 2-torus parameterized by q#, qr. It is now
known how to evaluate this averaged force explicitly
[13,15], although generic adiabatic inspirals have not yet
been computed numerically.

Consider now postadiabatic effects. The dynamical sys-
tem (1) consists of a perturbed, integrable Hamiltonian
system. Resonances in this general type of system have
been studied in detail and are well understood [14], and
we can apply the general theory to the present context. The
existence of resonances in this context has previously been
suggested by Refs. [16,17]. We will present three different
treatments of the resonances: (i) an intuitive, order of mag-
nitude discussion, which is sufficient to deduce their key
properties; (ii) a numerical treatment; and (iii) a sketch of a
formal analytic derivation. A more detailed treatment will
be presented in Ref. [12].

Order of magnitude estimates.—Suppose that we
have an adiabatic solution, which will be of the form
q!""; "# ! c !"""#=", J$""; "# ! J$"""#. Consider now
the postadiabatic correction terms in Eqs. (1a) and (1b),
near some arbitrarily chosen point " ! 0. We expand q# as
q# ! q#0 $!#0"$ _!#0"

2 $O""3#, where subscripts 0
denote evaluations at " ! 0, and we expand qr similarly.

We also expand G"1#
$ as a double Fourier series:

G"1#
$ "q#; qr; J# !

P
k;nG

"1#
$kn"J#ei"kq#$nqr#, where the 00 term

is the adiabatic approximation, and the remaining terms
drive postadiabatic effects. Inserting the expansions of q#
and qr, we find for the phase of the (k,n) Fourier component

"constant# $ "k!#0 $ n!r0#"$ "k _!#0 $ n _!r0#"2 $ . . . :

(2)

Normally, the second term is nonzero, and thus the force
oscillates on a time scale&1, much shorter than the inspiral
time scale &1=", and so the force averages to zero.
However, when the resonance condition k!#0$n!r0!0
is satisfied, the (k, n) force is slowly varying and cannot be
neglected, and so gives an order-unity correction to the
right hand side of Eq. (1b). The duration of the resonance
is given by the third term in (2) to be "res & 1=

!!!!!!!
v _!

p
&

1=
!!!!!!
v"

p
, where v ! jkj$ jnj is the order of the resonance;

after times longer than this the quadratic term causes the
force to oscillate and again average to zero. The net change

in the action variables J$ is therefore !J% & _J"res &
""res &

!!!!!!!!!
"=v

p
. After the resonance, this change causes a

phase error !& that accumulates over an inspiral, of order

the total inspiral phase &1=" times !J=J &
!!!!!!!!!
"=v

p
, which

gives !&& 1=
!!!!!!
v"

p
.

This discussion allows us to deduce several key proper-
ties of the resonances. First, corrections to the gravitational
wave signal’s phase due to resonance effects scale as the
square root of the inverse of mass of the small body. These
corrections thus become large in the extreme-mass-ratio
limit, dominating over all other postadiabatic effects,
which scale as "0 & 1.
Second, they occur when !r=!# is a low order rational

number. There is a simple geometric picture corresponding
to this condition [17,18]: the geodesic orbits do not ergodi-
cally fill out the (q#, qr) torus in space as generic geodesics
orbits do but instead form a one-dimensional curve on the
torus. This implies that the time-averaged forces for these
orbits are not given by an average over the torus, unlike the
case for generic orbits.
Third, they occur only for noncircular, nonequatorial

orbits about spinning black holes. For other cases, the

forcing terms G"1#
$ depend only on q#, or only on qr, but

not both together, and thus the Fourier coefficientG"1#
$kn will

vanish for any resonance.
Fourth, they are driven only by the spin-dependent part

of the self-force, for the same reason: spherical symmetry
forbids a dependence on q# in the zero-spin limit.
Fifth, they appear to be driven only by the dissipative

part of the self-force, and not by the conservative part,
again because the forcing terms do not depend on both q#
and qr. We have verified that this is the case up to the post-
Newtonian order that spin-dependent terms have been
computed [19], and we conjecture that it is true to all
orders. The reason that this occurs is that the conservative
sector of post-Newtonian theory admits three independent
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the minimum value of ! attained on the geodesic. This parametrization is degenerate because
of the freedom to reparametrize the geodesic via " ! " + #". We discuss this degeneracy
further in section 3.7.

Frequently in this paper we will focus on the fiducial geodesic associated with the constants
E,Lz and Q, namely the geodesic with

"r0 = "!0 = t0 = $0 = 0. (3.29)

3.4. Motions in r and !

It follows from the geodesic equations (3.17) and (3.18) that the functions r(") and !(") are
periodic. We denote the periods by %r and %! , respectively, so

r(" + %r ) = r("), !(" + %! ) = !("). (3.30)

Using the initial condition r("r0) = rmin we can write the solution r(") to equation (3.17)
explicitly as

r(") = r̂(" " "r0), (3.31)

where the function r̂(") is defined by
! r̂(")

rmin

dr

±
#

Vr(r)
= ". (3.32)

Similarly we can write the solution !(") to equation (3.18) explicitly as

!(") = !̂(" " "!0), (3.33)

where the function !̂(") is defined by
! !̂(")

!min

d!

±
#

V! (!)
= ". (3.34)

The functions r̂(") and !̂(") are just the r and ! motions for the fiducial geodesic.

3.5. Motion in t

Next, the function Vt(r, !) that appears on the right-hand side of equation (3.20) is a sum of a
function of r and a function of ! :

Vt(r, !) = Vtr(r) + Vt! (!), (3.35)

where Vtr (r) = E& 4/# + aLz(1 " & 2/#) and Vt! (!) = "a2E sin2 ! . Therefore using
t (0) = t0 we obtain

t (") = t0 +
! "

0
d"${Vtr [r("$)] + Vt! [!("$)]}. (3.36)

Next we define the averaged value %Vtr& of Vtr to be

%Vtr& = 1
%r

! %r

0
d"Vtr [r(")] = 1

%r

! %r

0
d"Vtr [r̂(")]. (3.37)

Here the second equality follows from the representation (3.31) of the r motion together with
the periodicity condition (3.30). Similarly we define

%Vt! & = 1
%!

! %!

0
d"Vt! [!(")] = 1

%!

! %!

0
d"Vt! [!̂(")]. (3.38)
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Here the second equality follows from the representation (3.31) of the r motion together with
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where the coefficients in front of the exponentials are
constants (with values that cause these seemingly complex
sums to be real). The quantity ! relates the Mino frequen-
cies "r;!;" to coordinate-time frequencies

!r;!;" ! "r;!;"=!; (2.2)

that appear in the radiation observed by distant observers
(1.1). The three spatial Boyer-Lindquist coordinates of the
orbit are not periodic functions of coordinate time t, how-
ever it follows from the formalism in Ref. [21] that they
have simple biperiodic forms

r"t# !
X

kn

~rkne
$i"k!!%n!r#t; (2.3a)

!"t# !
X

kn

~!kne
$i"k!!%n!r#t; (2.3b)

""t# ! !"t%
X

kn

~"kne
$i"k!!%n!r#t; (2.3c)

where the expansion coefficients are again constants. A
derivation of the coefficients ~rkn, ~!kn, and ~"kn in terms of
the coefficients in the Mino-time series (2.1) is given in
Appendix A.

The orbital frequencies !r;!;" are uniquely determined
by specifying the three constants associated with Killing
fields, energy E, axial angular momentum L, and Carter’s
constant Q,

E ! $#ut; (2.4)

L ! #Mu"; (2.5)

Q ! "r2 % a2cos2!#2"u!#2 % L2cot2!

% a2"#2 $ E2#cos2!; (2.6)

where u$ ! dx#=d% is the orbit’s four-velocity. They can
also be determined by specifying the orbit’s coordinate
boundaries between two radial turning points and between
two angular turning points that are symmetric about the
equatorial plane at ! ! &=2

rmin & r & rmax; (2.7)

!min & ! & &$ !min; (2.8)

or by specifying three geometric constants generalized
from Newtonian orbits: eccentricity e, semilatus rectum
p, and inclination '

' ! &

2
$ sgn"!"#!min; (2.9)

rmin

M
! p

1% e
; (2.10)

rmax

M
! p

1$ e
; (2.11)

where sgn"!"# is 1 for prograde orbits and $1 for retro-

grade orbits. See Appendix A of Refs. [20] or [24] for
explicit formulae relating the geometric orbital constants,
the formal Killing constants E, L, and Q, the frequencies
!";!;r, and the Mino frequencies ! and "";!;r. Each of the
following sets of parameters are uniquely determined by
fixing the values for any one of them

""";"!;"r#; (2.12)

"!"; !!; !r#; (2.13)

"E; L;Q#; (2.14)

"rmin; rmax; !min#; (2.15)

"e; p; '#: (2.16)

Following the terminology of the Guelph group [35–37],
each of these triples is a complete set of principal orbital
elements.
After fixing the principal orbital elements, the orbit is

not completely determined until one specifies an initial
position, or some equivalent set of parameters, called
positional orbital elements [35–37]. Here I will use the
following orbital elements:

"(t;(";(r;(!#: (2.17)

These are defined such that, after specifying them and the
principal orbital elements, any bound black hole orbit can
be uniquely expressed as follows:

t"(# ! !"($ (t# %
X1

k!1

t̂!k sin'k"!"($ (!#(

%
X1

n!1

t̂rn sin'n"r"($ (r#(; (2.18a)

r"(# !
X1

n!0

r̂n cos'n"r"($ (r#(; (2.18b)

!"(# !
X1

k!0

!̂k cos'k"!"($ (!#(; (2.18c)

""(# ! """($ ("# %
X1

k!1

"̂!
k sin'k"!"($ (!#(

%
X1

n!1

"̂r
n sin'n"r"($ (r#(; (2.18d)

where the hatted coefficients depend only on the principal
orbital elements and are given by integrals over the (
derivatives of the coordinates as given by Eqs. (2.27) and
(2.28) in Ref. [24].2 The first two positional elements, (t

and (", can take on any value. The second two are defined
on 0 & (r < 2&="r and 0 & (! < 2&="!, respectively,

2Because of a difference in notation, replace #x there with x̂
used here, for x ! t, ".
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where the coefficients in front of the exponentials are
constants (with values that cause these seemingly complex
sums to be real). The quantity ! relates the Mino frequen-
cies "r;!;" to coordinate-time frequencies

!r;!;" ! "r;!;"=!; (2.2)

that appear in the radiation observed by distant observers
(1.1). The three spatial Boyer-Lindquist coordinates of the
orbit are not periodic functions of coordinate time t, how-
ever it follows from the formalism in Ref. [21] that they
have simple biperiodic forms
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where the expansion coefficients are again constants. A
derivation of the coefficients ~rkn, ~!kn, and ~"kn in terms of
the coefficients in the Mino-time series (2.1) is given in
Appendix A.

The orbital frequencies !r;!;" are uniquely determined
by specifying the three constants associated with Killing
fields, energy E, axial angular momentum L, and Carter’s
constant Q,

E ! $#ut; (2.4)

L ! #Mu"; (2.5)

Q ! "r2 % a2cos2!#2"u!#2 % L2cot2!

% a2"#2 $ E2#cos2!; (2.6)

where u$ ! dx#=d% is the orbit’s four-velocity. They can
also be determined by specifying the orbit’s coordinate
boundaries between two radial turning points and between
two angular turning points that are symmetric about the
equatorial plane at ! ! &=2

rmin & r & rmax; (2.7)

!min & ! & &$ !min; (2.8)

or by specifying three geometric constants generalized
from Newtonian orbits: eccentricity e, semilatus rectum
p, and inclination '
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where sgn"!"# is 1 for prograde orbits and $1 for retro-

grade orbits. See Appendix A of Refs. [20] or [24] for
explicit formulae relating the geometric orbital constants,
the formal Killing constants E, L, and Q, the frequencies
!";!;r, and the Mino frequencies ! and "";!;r. Each of the
following sets of parameters are uniquely determined by
fixing the values for any one of them
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Following the terminology of the Guelph group [35–37],
each of these triples is a complete set of principal orbital
elements.
After fixing the principal orbital elements, the orbit is

not completely determined until one specifies an initial
position, or some equivalent set of parameters, called
positional orbital elements [35–37]. Here I will use the
following orbital elements:

"(t;(";(r;(!#: (2.17)

These are defined such that, after specifying them and the
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where the hatted coefficients depend only on the principal
orbital elements and are given by integrals over the (
derivatives of the coordinates as given by Eqs. (2.27) and
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and (", can take on any value. The second two are defined
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2Because of a difference in notation, replace #x there with x̂
used here, for x ! t, ".
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frame, the rotation-type periodicity at !" is removed, and
only the libration-type oscillations at harmonics of !r and
!# remain $see the discussion in Ref. %11&, pp. 466–467'.
By this logic, many functions f %z(t)& can be reduced to

functions of r and # only. It is then possible to expand in a
Fourier series as

f %r$ t ',#$ t '&!(
kn

f kne"i(k!##n!r)t. $2.7'

Unfortunately, the functions r(t) and #(t) are in general not
periodic $although they are in the Newtonian limit where all
the orbital frequencies are identical'. This not-quite-periodic
character is fundamentally due to the coupling of the r and #
motions in Eqs. $2.1' and $2.2': the functions ()2dt/d*)"2R
and ()2dt/d*)"2+ each depend explicitly on both r and # .
$Note that this coupling remains if we use proper time along
the orbit * as our parametrization.' The non-separated nature
of the r and # motions makes it difficult to compute the
coefficients f kn appearing in Eq. $2.7'. If the motions sepa-
rated, one could define angle variables wr,!rt and w#

,!#t , such that r would be a function only of wr and # a
function only of w# %11,12&. Computing the coefficients f kn
would then be straightforward $see, e.g., Ref. %11&, p. 466'.
Since the motions do not in fact separate, the angles wr and
w# are not well defined. An alternative scheme to compute
the Fourier series coefficients appears necessary.

III. ORBITS IN MINO TIME

In a recent paper, Y. Mino %13& introduced a new param-
eterization of Kerr geodesic motion which separates the r
and # motion. In terms of what we shall call ‘‘Mino time’’ - ,
the geodesic equations become

! drd- " 2!R$r ', $3.1'

! d#

d- " 2!+$#', $3.2'

d"

d-
!.$r ,#', $3.3'

dt
d-

!T$r ,#', $3.4'

where R(r), +(#), .(r ,#), and T(r ,#) are defined in Eqs.
$2.1'–$2.4'. The r and # motions are now strictly periodic
functions:

r$-'!r$-#n/r',

#$-'!#$-#n/#', $3.5'

where n is any integer and the periods are given by

/r!2#
rperi

rap dr

R$r '1/2
, $3.6'

/#!4#
#min

0/2 d#

+$#'1/2
. $3.7'

The radial motion is taken to range between periapsis, rperi ,
and apoapsis, rap ; the # motion ranges from a minimum #min
to a maximum 0"#min . $With a particular reparameteriza-
tion, we can write the /r integral in such a way that it be-
haves well as we approach the limit of circular orbits, rperi
!rap . Likewise it is simple to reparameterize such that /#
is well behaved in the equatorial orbit limit, #min!0/2. See
the Appendix.'
For what follows, it will be useful to define the following

frequencies conjugate to -:

1r ,#!20//r ,# , $3.8'

as well as the angle variables

wr ,#!1r ,#- . $3.9'

These angles allow us to take advantage of the separated
nature of r and # motion in Mino time: we treat r as a
function only of wr, # as a function only of w#, and we treat
wr and w# as independent parameters. This allows us to Fou-
rier decompose any function of the orbital worldline using
standard action-angle variable techniques %11&.
Before moving on, we should analyze the remaining co-

ordinate motions of black hole orbits—the observer $Boyer-
Lindquist' time t and the azimuthal angle " . Both of these
motions consist of a component that accumulates secularly
as a function of - , superposed on components which oscil-
late at 1r and 1# . Let us analyze the oscillations first. From
the geodesic equations $3.3' and $3.4', we know that dt/d-
and d"/d- are functions only of r and # . This means that
they can be expanded in a Fourier series:

dt
d-

,T$r ,#'!(
kn

Tkne"i(k1##n1r)-, $3.10'

d"

d-
,.$r ,#'!(

kn
.kne"i(k1##n1r)-,

$3.11'

with the expansion coefficients given by

Tkn!
1

$20'2
#
0

20
dwr#

0

20
dw#T%r$wr',#$w#'&ei(kw

##nwr),

$3.12'

.kn!
1

$20'2
#
0

20
dwr#

0

20
dw#.%r$wr',#$w#'&ei(kw

##nwr).

$3.13'

In these equations and in what follows, r(wr),r(-
!wr/1r) and #(w#),#(-!w#/1#).
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and the function F is an elliptic integral of the first kind. In the following, we describe the

elliptic integrals and functions using the notation in Ref. 30).

The orbital frequencies of the radial and polar motion with respect to !, which are

denoted by %r and %!, respectively, are defined in (2.18). They are expressed as
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Here K(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind, and
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Furthermore, Eq. (B.5) can be solved inversely.

r(wr) =
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#
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For convenience, we have introduced the angle variables,

wr = %r!, w! = %!!. (B.10)

The function sn(&, k) (and cn(&, k) and dn(&, k) below) is a Jacobi elliptic function and
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Write                                                                            

We next define the variable !: z!z"cos2!. As ! varies
from 0 to 2" , # oscillates through its full range of motion,
from #min to ""#min and back. Examining dz/d# and dz/d!
we see that

d!

d#
!! 1"z

z""z , 0$!$";

!"! 1"z
z""z , "$!$2" . %A2&

Combining Eqs. %A1& and %A2&, we obtain the geodesic equa-
tion for !:

d!

d'
!!(%z#"z &

!!(%z#"z"cos2!&. %A3&

Using Eq. %A3&, it is straightforward to find ' for all ! .
First, define
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!(z#

)K%!z" /z#&"F%"/2"! ,!z" /z#&*;

%A4&

note that

'0%"/2&!
1

!(z#

K%!z" /z#&. %A5&

In these equations, the function F(+ ,k) is the incomplete
elliptic integral of the first kind, and K(k) is the complete
elliptic integral of the first kind %using the notation of )30*&.
Then,
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%A6&
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,#!
4

!(z#

K%!z" /z#&. %A7&

This form of ,# is perfectly well behaved even for orbits
that are confined to the equatorial plane (#min!"/2); this is
not the case for the original form %3.7&.

By combining Eqs. %3.8&, %A3&, and %A7& it is trivial to
change variables so that integrals of w# become integrals
over !:

w#%!&!-#'%!&; %A8&

dw#

d!
!-#

d'

d!
!
2"

,#

1
!(%z#"z"cos2!&

!
"

2K%!z" /z#&

1
!1"%z" /z#&cos2!

. %A9&

Equations %A8& and %A9& are used in our applications to per-
form all integrals with respect to the angle variable w#.

2. Motion in r

We use a similar trick to simplify the radial motion. First,
we reparametrize the instantaneous orbital radius as

r!
pM

1#. cos/
. %A10&

Such a reparametrization is commonly used to study Keple-
rian orbits in Newtonian theory )20*; though relativistic or-
bits are not closed ellipses, the form %A10& remains very
useful. The parameter . can thus be interpreted as the eccen-
tricity, / as the orbital anomaly, and p as the semilatus rec-
tum. As / varies from 0 to " , r varies from periapsis %closest
approach& to apoapsis %furthest distance&:

rperi!
pM
1#.

, %A11&

rap!
pM
1".

. %A12&

To proceed, we must do some massaging of the function
R(r) defined in Eq. %2.1&. It is a quartic function of r, and
thus has 4 roots:

R%r &!%E2"1 &r4#2Mr3#)a2%E2"1 &"Lz
2"Q*r2

#2M )Q#%aE"Lz&2*r"a2Q

!%1"E2&%r1"r &%r"r2&%r"r3&%r"r4&. %A13&

The second line of Eq. %A13& is written in a way that is
manifestly positive for bound orbits (E$1). The roots are
ordered such that r10r20r30r4; bound motion occurs for
r10r0r2. From these definitions, it is clear that r11rap ,
and r21rperi .
The radii r3 and r4 do not correspond to turning points of

the small body’s motion, but of course still represent zeros of
the function R. %In fact, r4 is typically inside the event hori-
zon; when Q!0 or a!0, r4!0.& It turns out to be useful to
remap these radii as follows:

r3!
p3M
1".

, %A14&

r4!
p4M
1#.

. %A15&
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This remapping is simply for mathematical convenience; the parameters p3 and p4 have no particular physical meaning.
It is now a simple matter to derive the geodesic equation for !:
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M!1"E2#$p"p3%"&$p#p3 cos!%'1/2#$p"p4%#&$p"p4 cos!%'1/2
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As with the ) reparameterization of the * motion, it is
straightforward to find "(!) using Eq. $A16%:
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0

! d!!

P$!!%
. $A17%

In our applications, we evaluate this integral numerically. It
is possible that an analytic form could be found in terms of
elliptic integrals $though it appears to require more algebraic
fortitude than these authors could muster%. In any practical
application, it is unlikely that such a form will be more use-
ful or accurate than a numerical evaluation of Eq. $A17%.
Note in particular that

+r!!
0

2, d!!

P$!!%
. $A18%

This form of +r is well-behaved in the limit of circular or-
bits.
Finally, we use these results to convert integrals over wr

into integrals over !: combining Eqs. $3.8%, $A16%, and
$A18%, we have

wr$!%!-r"$!%; $A19%

dwr

d!
!-r

d"

d!

!
2,

+r

1
P$!%

. $A20%

We use Eqs. $A19% and $A20% to perform all integrals with
respect to wr.
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by  inverting:

This remapping is simply for mathematical convenience; the parameters p3 and p4 have no particular physical meaning.
It is now a simple matter to derive the geodesic equation for !:
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Osculating Evolution + Action Angle Variable 



Applying the osculating conditions to                            we obtain the evolution of the 

positional elements in terms of the fundamental frequencies 

Osculating Evolution + Action Angle Variable 

  
we can keep track of the initial phases when we cross a resonant point.

frame, the rotation-type periodicity at !" is removed, and
only the libration-type oscillations at harmonics of !r and
!# remain $see the discussion in Ref. %11&, pp. 466–467'.
By this logic, many functions f %z(t)& can be reduced to

functions of r and # only. It is then possible to expand in a
Fourier series as

f %r$ t ',#$ t '&!(
kn

f kne"i(k!##n!r)t. $2.7'

Unfortunately, the functions r(t) and #(t) are in general not
periodic $although they are in the Newtonian limit where all
the orbital frequencies are identical'. This not-quite-periodic
character is fundamentally due to the coupling of the r and #
motions in Eqs. $2.1' and $2.2': the functions ()2dt/d*)"2R
and ()2dt/d*)"2+ each depend explicitly on both r and # .
$Note that this coupling remains if we use proper time along
the orbit * as our parametrization.' The non-separated nature
of the r and # motions makes it difficult to compute the
coefficients f kn appearing in Eq. $2.7'. If the motions sepa-
rated, one could define angle variables wr,!rt and w#

,!#t , such that r would be a function only of wr and # a
function only of w# %11,12&. Computing the coefficients f kn
would then be straightforward $see, e.g., Ref. %11&, p. 466'.
Since the motions do not in fact separate, the angles wr and
w# are not well defined. An alternative scheme to compute
the Fourier series coefficients appears necessary.

III. ORBITS IN MINO TIME

In a recent paper, Y. Mino %13& introduced a new param-
eterization of Kerr geodesic motion which separates the r
and # motion. In terms of what we shall call ‘‘Mino time’’ - ,
the geodesic equations become

! drd- " 2!R$r ', $3.1'

! d#

d- " 2!+$#', $3.2'

d"

d-
!.$r ,#', $3.3'

dt
d-

!T$r ,#', $3.4'

where R(r), +(#), .(r ,#), and T(r ,#) are defined in Eqs.
$2.1'–$2.4'. The r and # motions are now strictly periodic
functions:

r$-'!r$-#n/r',

#$-'!#$-#n/#', $3.5'

where n is any integer and the periods are given by

/r!2#
rperi

rap dr

R$r '1/2
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0/2 d#

+$#'1/2
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The radial motion is taken to range between periapsis, rperi ,
and apoapsis, rap ; the # motion ranges from a minimum #min
to a maximum 0"#min . $With a particular reparameteriza-
tion, we can write the /r integral in such a way that it be-
haves well as we approach the limit of circular orbits, rperi
!rap . Likewise it is simple to reparameterize such that /#
is well behaved in the equatorial orbit limit, #min!0/2. See
the Appendix.'
For what follows, it will be useful to define the following

frequencies conjugate to -:

1r ,#!20//r ,# , $3.8'

as well as the angle variables

wr ,#!1r ,#- . $3.9'

These angles allow us to take advantage of the separated
nature of r and # motion in Mino time: we treat r as a
function only of wr, # as a function only of w#, and we treat
wr and w# as independent parameters. This allows us to Fou-
rier decompose any function of the orbital worldline using
standard action-angle variable techniques %11&.
Before moving on, we should analyze the remaining co-

ordinate motions of black hole orbits—the observer $Boyer-
Lindquist' time t and the azimuthal angle " . Both of these
motions consist of a component that accumulates secularly
as a function of - , superposed on components which oscil-
late at 1r and 1# . Let us analyze the oscillations first. From
the geodesic equations $3.3' and $3.4', we know that dt/d-
and d"/d- are functions only of r and # . This means that
they can be expanded in a Fourier series:
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$3.11'

with the expansion coefficients given by
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$3.13'

In these equations and in what follows, r(wr),r(-
!wr/1r) and #(w#),#(-!w#/1#).
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where the coefficients in front of the exponentials are
constants (with values that cause these seemingly complex
sums to be real). The quantity ! relates the Mino frequen-
cies "r;!;" to coordinate-time frequencies

!r;!;" ! "r;!;"=!; (2.2)

that appear in the radiation observed by distant observers
(1.1). The three spatial Boyer-Lindquist coordinates of the
orbit are not periodic functions of coordinate time t, how-
ever it follows from the formalism in Ref. [21] that they
have simple biperiodic forms

r"t# !
X

kn

~rkne
$i"k!!%n!r#t; (2.3a)

!"t# !
X

kn

~!kne
$i"k!!%n!r#t; (2.3b)

""t# ! !"t%
X

kn

~"kne
$i"k!!%n!r#t; (2.3c)

where the expansion coefficients are again constants. A
derivation of the coefficients ~rkn, ~!kn, and ~"kn in terms of
the coefficients in the Mino-time series (2.1) is given in
Appendix A.

The orbital frequencies !r;!;" are uniquely determined
by specifying the three constants associated with Killing
fields, energy E, axial angular momentum L, and Carter’s
constant Q,

E ! $#ut; (2.4)

L ! #Mu"; (2.5)

Q ! "r2 % a2cos2!#2"u!#2 % L2cot2!

% a2"#2 $ E2#cos2!; (2.6)

where u$ ! dx#=d% is the orbit’s four-velocity. They can
also be determined by specifying the orbit’s coordinate
boundaries between two radial turning points and between
two angular turning points that are symmetric about the
equatorial plane at ! ! &=2

rmin & r & rmax; (2.7)

!min & ! & &$ !min; (2.8)

or by specifying three geometric constants generalized
from Newtonian orbits: eccentricity e, semilatus rectum
p, and inclination '

' ! &

2
$ sgn"!"#!min; (2.9)

rmin

M
! p

1% e
; (2.10)

rmax

M
! p

1$ e
; (2.11)

where sgn"!"# is 1 for prograde orbits and $1 for retro-

grade orbits. See Appendix A of Refs. [20] or [24] for
explicit formulae relating the geometric orbital constants,
the formal Killing constants E, L, and Q, the frequencies
!";!;r, and the Mino frequencies ! and "";!;r. Each of the
following sets of parameters are uniquely determined by
fixing the values for any one of them

""";"!;"r#; (2.12)

"!"; !!; !r#; (2.13)

"E; L;Q#; (2.14)

"rmin; rmax; !min#; (2.15)

"e; p; '#: (2.16)

Following the terminology of the Guelph group [35–37],
each of these triples is a complete set of principal orbital
elements.
After fixing the principal orbital elements, the orbit is

not completely determined until one specifies an initial
position, or some equivalent set of parameters, called
positional orbital elements [35–37]. Here I will use the
following orbital elements:

"(t;(";(r;(!#: (2.17)

These are defined such that, after specifying them and the
principal orbital elements, any bound black hole orbit can
be uniquely expressed as follows:

t"(# ! !"($ (t# %
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n sin'n"r"($ (r#(; (2.18d)

where the hatted coefficients depend only on the principal
orbital elements and are given by integrals over the (
derivatives of the coordinates as given by Eqs. (2.27) and
(2.28) in Ref. [24].2 The first two positional elements, (t

and (", can take on any value. The second two are defined
on 0 & (r < 2&="r and 0 & (! < 2&="!, respectively,

2Because of a difference in notation, replace #x there with x̂
used here, for x ! t, ".
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After fixing the principal orbital elements, the orbit is

not completely determined until one specifies an initial
position, or some equivalent set of parameters, called
positional orbital elements [35–37]. Here I will use the
following orbital elements:

"(t;(";(r;(!#: (2.17)

These are defined such that, after specifying them and the
principal orbital elements, any bound black hole orbit can
be uniquely expressed as follows:

t"(# ! !"($ (t# %
X1

k!1

t̂!k sin'k"!"($ (!#(

%
X1

n!1

t̂rn sin'n"r"($ (r#(; (2.18a)

r"(# !
X1

n!0

r̂n cos'n"r"($ (r#(; (2.18b)

!"(# !
X1

k!0

!̂k cos'k"!"($ (!#(; (2.18c)

""(# ! """($ ("# %
X1

k!1

"̂!
k sin'k"!"($ (!#(

%
X1

n!1

"̂r
n sin'n"r"($ (r#(; (2.18d)

where the hatted coefficients depend only on the principal
orbital elements and are given by integrals over the (
derivatives of the coordinates as given by Eqs. (2.27) and
(2.28) in Ref. [24].2 The first two positional elements, (t

and (", can take on any value. The second two are defined
on 0 & (r < 2&="r and 0 & (! < 2&="!, respectively,

2Because of a difference in notation, replace #x there with x̂
used here, for x ! t, ".
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✓ Compute                          at leading post-Newtonian order

✓ Compute  the osculating conditions for the initial positional elements

๏ Studying the evolution of the trajectory

Ė, L̇z, Q̇

 0,�0

Osculating Evolution + Action Angle Variable 

(⌥t,⌥r,⌥✓,⌥�)



Summary & Prospects

Osculating evolution provides a natural scheme to evolve EMRI systems through resonances. 

Using the action angle variable formalism the initial phases can be evolved through resonances 

and incorporate their effects on the EMRI evolution.

Knowing the evolution of the positional elements we could build a Kludge waveform model 

including resonant effects.

• Basis for modeling resonant transitions in a easy way

• Is an adiabatic evolution enough for studying resonances?

• Which resonances are important?

• Effect of resonances in parameter estimation.



Thank you for your attention!


